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Publisher’s Notes

Since the last issue of Advanced Diver, I have traveled to a multi-
tude of destinations and had great opportunities to get to know people
from vastly differing social classes. I’ve met the super rich who own
private islands in the British Virgin Islands, and the common staff
workers, bartenders, and taxi drivers in the Dominican Republic. And
I’ve met the money-poor, almost starving high mountain Guatemalan
Mayan Indians, living with just some simple shelter over their heads, and
owning basically nothing more than the clothing on their backs.

During all these
trips, and the decades
of travel before them,
I have sometimes
wondered who the
“poor” truly is. The
one with everything,
such as the super rich,
would say it’s the
Mayan who lives day
by day on only what
he can grow or catch.
The one with nothing
much in the way of
material wealth might
think that it is the
super rich who has
nothing more than his
money, homes, cars,
and servants. Those of
us in the middle live
our daily lives
attempting to
maintain what little we
have, many times for
some odd unknown
reason. Sometimes
our goal seems to be
just keeping up with
the Joneses across the
street.

The truth of the matter is, riches do not come from material things,
but from the inner self. The rich man may be so stressed with
company decisions, an overload of bills, and a multitude of daily
problems that he is suicidal. While the poorest of Mayan Indians
who clings tightly to his natural heritage, committed to his
family, and loved by all in his village, begins each day with little
stress and always has a smile on his face.

What we all have in common is that life is a terminal disease, and it
will someday end for each and every one of us. On our death beds, will
we remember the big business deals, the expensive cars, the big
houses, or would we spend all our life savings just to hold the hands of
loved ones and hug our children for one more brief minute!

Life is short. Get off your butts and DIVE, before it is too late.

Curt Bowen
Publisher ADM

The reproduction in whole or in part of any of the
contents of Advanced Diver Magazine is expressly

forbidden without the written permission of the
Publisher. Opinions expressed herein are those of

the authors and do not necessarily represent those of
the Publisher. Advanced Diver Magazine and the
authors respectively accept no responsibility or

liability for any errors, omissions or alterations, or for
any consequences ensuing upon the use of, or

reliance upon, any information contained herein.
Diving involves increased risk of injury or death if not

carried out by suitably qualified divers who have
undertaken the proper training via an authorized

training agency.
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On a chilly fall morning in North Florida, my Russian side-mount
students Evgeniy Runkov and Sergey Andreev chuckled when I asked
if they were warm enough during decompression. “You must come to
Russia to see what our cave diving is like!”

As simple as that, the deal was sealed. A few short months later, I was facing
winter on the Siberian frontier while my warm Russian hosts organized a trip to
Russia’s longest underwater cave system.

I sought diving advice from friends who had visited Russia. Instead, I got
advice about how to survive the sport of vodka drinking.
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Page 9: Grigory Chentsov, Aleksander Khalturin,
and Dmitry Osipov use their new skills as
underwater grips, lighting the cave for underwa-
ter photography and videography.

Left & Below: Oleg Petukhov uses Sony HDV
cameras in his work as an underwater filmmaker.
He uses lights from Dive Rite and Salvo as well
as custom lighting solutions that he has engi-
neered himself.

Right Top:  Snow banks line the road that leads
to a camp operated by the Perm Dive Center.

Right page, second down: The loneliest compres-
sor shed on the planet is located at the top of
the hillside overlooking the cave entrance.

Right page, third down: Evgeniy Runkov heads
down the stairs towards the cave opening.

Right page bottom: The author readies for a dive
carrying her camera gear and dry regulators into
the cave.
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“Eat lard, raw eggs, a stick of butter, never downgrade, stay
away from beer and especially wine. And after you eat the raw
eggs and lard, don’t get too active. If you jump around, the alcohol
breaks through. Then you are in real trouble!”

What I really wanted to know was - should I wear dry gloves or
neoprene for the dry caving prior to getting in the water? Should I
ice prep my regs?

“It is alright to pass out drunk, not okay to pass on drink-
ing,” I was told. “They’ll be flattered if you land tits-up in a snow
bank, but don’t go outside without a buddy… it will be about
minus 30 degrees.”

On the night before departure, my telephone rang with a re-
corded message from the Gilchrist County Emergency Management
Office. We were expecting some bad weather through the night –
tornadoes, microbursts, torrential rain. As I journeyed to the airport
the following morning, the radio echoed the bad news. A high school
collapsed. A team bus ran off the road. Tornadoes killed dozens.
Everyone at the airport complained about the horrible weather. I
stopped at a bookstore to buy a book on global warming, hoping for
some good news that perhaps Siberia might be thawing. No such luck.
More bad news. Sometimes global warming causes unusually cold
winters. Was I crazy to visit Russia in February?

But as most trips unfold, the pre-trip visualizations rarely reflect
the actual experience. What I found in Russia was a warm-hearted
community of eager divers, thirsting for information and experience
from their Western counterparts. I also discovered a hard-core team of
cave divers whose tenacity and talent rival the best in the world.

Travel time to Ekaterinberg, Russia, was over 32 hours.
Ekaterinberg is the historical and economic center of the Ural Moun-
tains, which form a natural border between Europe and Asia. The last
Russian Czar, Nikolai II, and the Romanov family were assassinated by
the Bolsheviks there in July 1918. During the years of World War II, the
city turned into a huge arsenal of military technology and armaments.

Another dramatic episode in the area took place on May 1, 1960,
when American U2 spy plane pilot Francis Gary Powers was hit by a
missile launched from the local military base. The city was closed to
the outside world until the early 1990’s because of its strategic
defense industries.

In Ekaterinberg, I met up with the members of the Ural Cave
Diving Team, and embarked on a day-long journey to our cave
diving site.

Ordinskaya Cave is located near the southwest edge of the
village of Orda in the Perm Region of Russia. The opening to the
cave is located in the Kazakovskaya Mountain Massif, which over-
looks the Kungur River. Karst sinkholes dot the surface of the
massif, and large springs bubble out of ferocious sand boils in the
river below. The linear direction of flow from the cave is unloading
its forces towards Arsenovskiy Spring, approximately 2,000 feet
east of the cave entrance. This spring discharges significant vol-
umes (300 l/sec.) of water, but has not been connected through
exploration at this juncture.



The cave entrance is located on the steep southern slope
of the mountain in a karst sinkhole collapse approximately 40
feet in diameter and 30 feet in depth. From the entrance,
visitors stumble down a talus cone of clay and gypsum mixed
with snowmelt and dramatic sublimation ice crystals. A rough
covered stairway protects entrants from falling rocks, which
increase in frequency as the sun warms the ice slope above
the entrance.

A series of stairs, ice covered ladders, and rock piles lead
the diver down to a large hall perched above the Ice Lake
entrance to the underwater cave. After gearing up in a chamber
which rarely rises above  –15°C, one last ladder gives the diver
access to the water.

Top Left: The gear locker exposes some unusual home-
made manifolds.

Left, Second Down: The entrance steps have a small wooden
roof to protect divers from frequently falling rocks.

Left, Third Down: Looking down into the gear prep area
perched above the Ice Lake.

Left, Bottom: The last set of stairs lead divers to the small
entry pool.

Right Page: Data for map provided by surveys and data
from Dmitry Osipov, Igor Lavrov, Elena Maximovich, and
Nickolai Maximovich.



Limestone and dolomite are exposed in the walls of
the cave in addition to delicate gypsum covered with
sparkling ice crystals. Dry gypsum halls rarely exceed 50-
foot diameters and collapses occur frequently, but the
massive white underwater passages have much larger
cross-sections than their dry counterparts.

But underwater sections of Ordinskaya Cave are still
very delicate. Collapses occur regularly, especially during
spring and autumn rains. One infamous collapse brought
down a five-ton plate of gypsum on the main guideline,
sealing the exit for a cave diving team. Luckily, the 60-
foot deep passages allowed for ample time to conduct a
lengthy search to find a new exit.

Visitors wanting to enjoy good visibility should aim
to dive the cave in February when clarity and stability are
at their peak. The second best season for diving is
reported to be August when topside conditions, de-
scribed as “green winter,” actually feature temperatures
that can rival great American heat waves.

The first cave scientists to visit Orda were Andrei
Samovolnikov and Igor Lavrov, arriving in 1993 to
research new leads in the Perm region of Russia. Follow-
ing information from locals, they began exploring and
surveying dry passages in Ordinskaya Cave. With the
assistance of Perm, Kungur, and Moscow speleologists,
they made a detailed map of 1,000 feet of dry halls, but
were stopped by several underground lakes in the cave.

In the spring of 1994, Victor Kamarov, a Moscow
cave diver, was invited to inspect frozen underground
lakes in the system. Kamarov and Lavrov had to borrow
tools from local ice fishermen to cut a small hole through
the ice covering the underground lake. Armed with a 50
cubic foot cylinder and only 200 feet of guideline,
Kamarov quickly discovered he was completely under-
equipped. After tumbling through a crack into the main
cave conduits, he found vast tunnels with snow-white
walls filled with crystal clear water. He knew immediately
that many return trips would be in order. Within a few
short years, Ordinskaya became the longest underwater
cave in Russia and the longest underwater gypsum cave
in the world.

In 1996, serious exploration began with three
separate cave diving teams from Krasnoyarsk,
Chelyabinsk, and Moscow working in tunnels in different
directions. Prior to 1998, the longest underwater pen-
etration by a Russian cave diver was around 2,000 feet.
During the late nineties, as access to equipment and
training increased, several explorers reached the limits of
three different conduits at approximately 3,000-foot
penetrations. Although the distances may not seem
great to North American cave divers, the near freezing
waters made these dives significant undertakings.

Recently, the Ural Cave Diving Team has further
lengthened the cave with new exploration and side-
mount diving techniques. As these divers find ways to
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manage their thermal protection, they will undoubtedly increase
penetrations even further. Today, Ordinskaya cave boasts over
13,000 feet of surveyed passage.

I did not anticipate diving on my first day, but we drove
straight to the cave site and started prepping gear. Luckily, jet
lag and excitement allowed me to lose track of time. By the time
we entered the water, the sun was dropping below the horizon.
When we exited the cave, it was to a crisp night with a blazing
full moon.

The most difficult part of the cave diving at Ordinskaya is
the walk out of the cave. As your suit freezes solid, you quickly
lose mobility. The steps are very icy, and a missed footing
could send you more than a hundred feet straight down to the
frozen riverbed. As you climb, you desperately tear at your
neck seal to allow the cold air to flush through - anything to
gain an extra breath.

The Ice Lake entry pool is small. Four people fill the area
quickly, but an entire team must prepare together since every
minute of immersion is a losing battle with the cold. If the team
has to wait on a diver in the water, then minutes are lost from
comfortable dive time.

The entrance to the cave is through a pile of breakdown
rubble. Single-file divers drop down the boulders feet-first until
entering a large room approximately 30 feet across. The guide-
line is made of heavy rope so that gloved hands can easily grip
and feel the line. Translucent white rocks laid down in heavy
layers yield a breathtaking first impression. Many passages are
more than 100 feet across, and the water in these rooms is
crystal clear.

The Ural Cave Diving Team spent almost three years remov-
ing and replacing the original guideline in the cave. The earliest
explorers used any material they could get their hands on, and
that included parcel string and wire. The end result was a confus-
ing maze of dangerous routes with ensnaring guidelines that
could not be cut, and fragile string that was falling apart. Replac-
ing the line was a thankless job, but has resulted in a safe, well-
defined route system with proper jumps, gaps, and line markers.

The Ural Cave Diving Team is an assemblage of talented and
highly motivated men dedicated to the safety and adventure of
cave diving. Their day jobs range from running a taxi and recre-
ational vehicle empire to computer specialties, engineering, real
estate, and entrepreneurship. Their drive and intelligence in their
occupations carry over into their zest for adventure and the
technical challenges of cave diving in a frontier.

Left Top: Dmitry and Grigory drop their gear on a
bench after completing a training dive.

Left Bottom: Evgeniy and Sergey demonstrate
their side-mount technique, learned during a visit
to Florida last fall.

Right Page: Dmitry pauses for a safety stop before
following the line up through the breakdown to the
exit pool.
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The primary goal of the Ural Cave Diving Team is to
foster conservation and exploration of local cave
systems like Ordinskaya, and to encourage others to
pursue higher levels of training to create a strong record
of safety in the region.

Cold Water Cave Diving

There are so many issues to consider when planning
a cold-water cave diving trip. The impairment of extra
layers of underwear makes your harness tighter. Range
of motion is decreased. Small clips are unworkable, and
reaching a manifold is not just difficult, it risks a suit
flood and catastrophic free-flow issues if you are not
quick enough with your shutdown procedure. I once saw
a second stage explode into about thirty pieces when a
diver failed to shut down a free-flowing regulator. His US
Diver Arctic regulator that was guaranteed “not to ice-
up” hadn’t read the guarantee.

Using diaphragm regulators is a better choice over
piston regulators, where very cold water has direct
contact with cold metal parts filled with high-pressure
gas. An even better choice is a regulator that is specially

designed for cold water, like the Dive Rite Hurricane.
Other options include environmental seals known as “ice
kits” that retrofit a diaphragm to ensure that cold water
doesn’t get anywhere near the guts of the first stage.

But, even with ice-prepped regulators, a diver has to
have utmost discipline. Slowly regulated breathing, and
avoiding inflation while breathing, improves the chances
that a regulator will stay ice-free. When a diver breathes
rapidly or inflates at the same time as breathing, a larger
volume of chilled gas passes through the regulator first
stage. In the case of a piston regulator, the hyper-chilled
metal piston can develop small ice crystals on its knife-
edge, which in turn block the space between the piston
and the high-pressure seat. The air never shuts down,
and as the stream of cool air continues, more ice builds
up, forcing the space between the piston and the seat to
grow even wider. The vicious cycle of free-flowing gas can
only be stopped by cutting off the gas supply, and letting the
close-to-freezing water slowly thaw the offending regulator.
Having personally seen regulators that look like frozen
baseballs underwater, I know the thawing process does not
happen quickly.
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As a result of considering all of these frightening scenarios, I
opted to dive side-mount style for my trip. Using Dive Rite’s Nomad rig
made clipping bottles easier than it had ever been before. I added a
couple of weight pockets to the harness knowing that I was going to
need lead to sink my beach ball-like bulk of thermals.

Although some people don’t like boat snaps (aka suicide clips),
they work well with large dry gloves or neoprene mitts. Carabiners are
also easy to clip and unclip. Proper reels are preferred over spools that
are challenging to hold with fat gloves.

Cave diving time is always limited by the diver’s ability to stay
warm. The greatest tool for thermal protection is using a rebreather;
but, if you don’t have one, there are a few other tricks to employ.
Commercially available suit heaters like Patco Suit Heaters utilize a
large external battery pack that plumbs through a port in the dry suit.
Newer high-performance heating vests are coming on the market in
Eastern Europe and other countries. These heaters do not require
external battery packs, and are activated by a user-switch that is placed
mid-chest under the suit and can be activated with large mitts.
Chemical heat packs like Thermacare Heat Wraps can be used on
shallow dives. High PO2 on deeper dives can cause burns; and, in any
case, the diver must not place these packs in direct contact with their
skin. Smaller heat packs can be placed in gloves and boots for addi-
tional comfort. Double layers of hoods also greatly aid diver comfort.

Reliability and redundancy are even more important in ice-cold
water. In order to ensure safety on subsequent days of ice diving,
cavers should remove their regulators from the cold environment and
dry all parts prior to the next dive day. Tanks, harnesses, and soft
goods can be left underwater in the entrance of the cave, but
computers and anything else that uses batteries must be removed
from the cold so it will work the next day. Wet regulators, especially
first stages, must not be breathed in sub-freezing surface tempera-
tures, and should only be used in warmer underwater conditions.
Therefore, all aspects of the S-Drill should be practiced with the first
stage completely submerged.

Finally, added conservatism should be incorporated into dive
plans. Being cold can contribute to DCS hits, so divers should incre-
mentally increase their dives as their comfort level improves.

Left Top: Oleg shoots Evgeniy in the canyon
section of the cave

Left, Second Down: Lunch served in the warming
trailer operated by the Perm Dive Center.

Left, Third Down: Evening relaxation with an
“Egyptian Rebreather.”

Left Bottom: The Ural Cave Diving Team – Sergey
Andreev, Evgeniy Runkov (Jeka), Back Row:
Dmitry Ospiov, Jill Heinerth, Oleg Petukhov,
Middle: Aleksander Khalturin (Sasha),  Grigory
Chentsov (Grija), Front: Anton Goncharov (Opera-
tions Coordinator).
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Dave Harasti grew up inland away from the sea, and relished the
family holidays down to the coast so he could play in the ocean.
Fishing and surfing were his passion. It wasn’t the thrill of catching

a fish for dinner that excited him; it was more about catching something so
he could figure out what it was from his many fish books!  It was from a
young age that he knew he wanted to be either a Park Ranger or a Marine
Biologist — it was going to be either kangaroos or sharks!

In 1996, whilst studying an Environmental Science degree at university,
one of his lecturers convinced him to try out scuba diving.  One could say that
he became instantly hooked as ten years later he’s managed to spend over
1000 hours underwater, and still looks forward to each time he gets wet.
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His love of diving and marine critters complements his work. He
has spent the past ten years working in various government depart-
ments on the conservation of threatened marine species (sharks,
turtles, and seahorses). He was responsible for the development of
a national recovery plan for Grey Nurse Sharks, as well as imple-
menting total protection for seahorses and seadragons in New
South Wales.

In his spare time, Dave is currently working on his Ph.D. on the
conservation of seahorses, and is examining the role that marine
protected areas could provide in their protection.  His studies are
conducted within Port Stephens and Sydney Harbour, and he spends
many hours underwater tagging seahorses and monitoring their
habits and movements.

His passion for photography developed through his increasing
quest to figure out what all those critters were that he saw on a
dive.  He found it was too hard to identify a nudibranch or fish from
a drawing on a slate, so invested in the old Sea & Sea MMII film
camera.  Finally, he had a photo reference to figure out what his
critters were!

In 2003, he finally upgraded to the digital era with the purchase
of a Nikon Coolpix 5000; this is when he discovered his results
greatly improved.  His photography has been internationally
recognised as he has won several major photography competitions,
including Australasian Digital Photographer of the Year 2003, the
Australasian Digital Download 2004, Wetpixel Photo Competition
2004, Dive OZ Digital Shootout 2004, and the 2005 OZTek Under-
water Photo Competition.

Dave’s digital underwater system of choice is a Nikon D80 in an
Ikelite housing with dual Ikelite DS125 strobes. His favourite lens is
the Sigma 17-70mm macro because of its fantastic versatility, and he
loves using the Tamron 90mm for macro.  His preference is for
macro photography, as he loves recording species he hasn’t seen
before, and it’s on the very rare occasion that he will use a wide-
angle lens.  As a result of his knowledge in photography and marine
life, he regularly runs courses on both subjects for local divers.
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In 2005, he ditched his open circuit equipment and
purchased the Sports Kiss.  There was considerable
hesitation over the rebreather purchase; however, he now
dives primarily on the KISS, and only dusts off the OC
when he has run out of sorb!  Over the past 2 years, he’s
given the Sports Kiss a good workout clocking over 200
hours, with 90% of the time spent in less than 15 metres
searching for seahorses!

He has been lucky enough to visit many diving destina-
tions around the world, with his favourite locations being
Papua New Guinea, Rowley Shoals, East Timor, and
Northern Sulawesi.  His favourite dive sites, however, are
located in his own backyard with the fabulous shore diving
of Nelson Bay.  His favourite local dive site is Fly Point,
which he generally dives once a week to seek out the
seahorses, hairy frogfish, and the elusive Red Indianfish.

The Galapagos Islands and the Bahamas are high on
his wish list for his next diving destinations; however, as
they are located far from Australia, he will probably just
continue to dive around the Indo-Pacific — which isn’t too
hard to take!  He will continue to search for rare and
unusual marine life. And, even though he has discovered
several new species of nudibranchs, his real goal is to find
a new species of seahorse; so far, Hippocampus harastii is
still eluding him!

More of his work can be seen at his website
www.daveharasti.com



Text by Richard Harris
Photography by Leigh
Bishop, Dean Chamberlain,
and Richard Harris

At the tender age of 15, my father gave me a
tattered copy of James Taylor’s 1940’s classic
“Gold from the Sea,” the story of a bullion ship

which sank near Auckland, New Zealand, after striking a
German mine. The tale of the ragtag group of divers and
sailors who overcame enormous adversity to salvage
around 2 1/2 tons of gold from the wreck in the middle
of a minefield was almost stranger than fiction, and was
one I never forgot.

In 1995, a Welshman named Tim Cashman was
relaxing in the Whangarei Deep Sea Anglers Club north
of Auckland when he spied a collection of old black and
white photographs on the wall.  A graceful luxury liner
was featured, and below that a diving bell and a group
of men standing around an enormous stack of gold bars!
Intrigued, Tim became caught up in the tale of the RMS
Niagara and her gold. He set out to teach himself the
techniques of deep mixed gas diving. Then in 1999, he
and Australian Dave Apperley finally dived the wreck. So
began the era of modern exploration of the wreck. Since
that first dive, only 12 divers have made a total of 23
dives to the site.

A combination of factors might explain why so few
have made it to the wreck. She lies in 120m of water
many miles from the small fishing port of Tutukaka. The
seas in the area are well known for poor conditions, and
bad weather has foiled diving on all of the past trips.
Technical diving is in its infancy in New Zealand, so most
expeditions have been organized with the help of divers
from Australia. When you travel from overseas, you are
pretty much stuck with the conditions on site with no
options for deferring the dives.

On this occasion, expedition leader Craig Howell
had put together an exceptional team, including the
original diver Tim Cashman from Wales, Australians
Craig Challen, Dean Chamberlain, Andrew Macintosh,
John Dalla-Zuanna (JDZ), Dave Apperley, Richard Harris,
and joined by English deep wreck photographer Leigh
Bishop. Local support divers completed the crew, and
the spacious powercat Pacific Hideaway would be our
dive platform.
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Explorer Craig Howell
discovers the ship’s bell

lying on the seabed at
120m. Attaching his lift

bag he prepares to send it
to the surface.

Suddenly, I heard Craig
squealing in his helium
falsetto. There, out in
the open, sitting on the
sand was the ship’s bell!
An exchange of
unintelligible chatter
followed. I raced to
photograph the bell in
situ, but Craig was
already deploying a lift
bag and attaching it to
this most sought after
prize. Minutes later, the
bell began its ascent to
the surface, and we
spontaneously embraced
and renewed our excited
babble!

Suddenly, I heard Craig
squealing in his helium
falsetto. There, out in
the open, sitting on the
sand was the ship’s bell!
An exchange of
unintelligible chatter
followed. I raced to
photograph the bell in
situ, but Craig was
already deploying a lift
bag and attaching it to
this most sought after
prize. Minutes later, the
bell began its ascent to
the surface, and we
spontaneously embraced
and renewed our excited
babble!



But the real ace up our sleeve was local diver and historian
Keith Gordon. Author of his own book on the ship, “Deep Water
Gold,” Keith has been involved in all the diving on the wreck since
Tim made his first foray in 1999. Keith operates a survey and
salvage company called SeaROV, and no one knows the site better
than he does. If you want to dive the Niagara, you talk to Keith.

Finally, after months of preparation, the big day arrived,
dawning calm and sunny. Two hours after leaving the harbour at
Tutakaka, we were over the wreck, with the sounder clearly
showing her outline and that of the vast shoals of kingfish above.
The shotline went in, the deco station was assembled by our
fantastic support, and we were ready to dive.

I always feel a bit nervous before a big dive, and this one
was no exception. The anticipation of diving this wreck had been
drawn out, and it was hard to believe I was about to see her in
the flesh. Craig Howell and I were the first divers in; our job was
to check that the shot line was on the wreck and release two
signal pellets so the other divers would know all was good to go.

Craig and I hit the cobalt blue water and began our rapid
descent to the wreck. The shotline dropped vertically into the
clear depths and conditions seemed perfect. At a depth of 80m

that changed dramatically! The rope went from vertical to near
horizontal and visibility altered from superb to less than six

metres. A deep current of nearly one knot was sweeping
over the wreck, and it became a challenge to pull our-

selves along the shotline until finally the wreck came
into view. With visibility poor, it was very difficult to

establish where we were on such a large ship. I
dropped over the wreck and onto the sand at 121m
to secure the grapnel into a piece of wreckage.
Joining Craig back on the hull, we released the
signal pellets so the other divers would follow,
and began to explore our surrounds.

It was soon clear we were in the vicinity of
the bullion room where blasting and salvage
occurred so long ago. Torn steel plates,
beams, and cross members stuck out at all
angles with little in the way of recognisable
structure to be seen. Monofilament and

Left: Leigh Bishop ties a second lift
bag to the telegraph, and sends it
to the surface.

Right top: One of five telegraphs
that can be seen around the bridge.

Right middle: A cable drum still
secured to the bow decking.

Right bottom: Mooring bollards at
the stern end of the wreck site.
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braided fishing line crisscrossed the wreck presenting a
constant hazard for entanglement. Craig pushed into
what looked like a promenade deck, and for a time we
had some respite from the current and the fishing line.
But soon we came out onto the hull again, and the
current seemed to have strengthened, providing a real
challenge to safely navigate the wreck at this depth. We
decided discretion was the better part of valour and
called the dive early at 22 minutes, commencing our 270
minute return to the surface.

The other divers fared little better. Most cut their
dives shorter than planned due to the poor conditions
on the wreck. Leigh Bishop managed to locate the
collapsed bridge area and spotted several large tele-
graphs lying on the sandy-shale seabed. Even with short
bottom times, it was still five hours until all the divers
were back on deck. Over hot soup, we discussed the
dive while the Pacific Hideaway with her fabulous crew
turned for home.

Thirty minutes later, the smell of burning plastic
filled the cockpit, soon followed by dense steam choking
the cab and upper deck. A fan belt on the port engine
had broken and the overheating alarm failed to sound.
With a cracked head, the engine was shut down and we
limped back to port, one of our divers requiring first aid
for a minor elbow bend on the way. Fortunately, he was
completely better by the time we crawled into Tutakaka
harbour at 11 p.m., narrowly escaping a trip to the local
hyperbaric facility.

Because of the late arrival back in port, we missed
the next day’s diving. The following day, the news on our
boat Pacific Hideaway was not good. So we decided to
spend some time diving the Poor Knights Islands, a
world-renowned marine park and pretty special as a
backup dive plan! Despite the quality of the reef diving,
our minds were still on the Niagara, and when we heard
that the Pacific Hideaway was out of action for the
whole week, we decided to move over to Dive
Tutukaka’s boat, the Perfect Day.

However, our first dive on Perfect Day did not go
well. Although the shotline left from the previous dive
was on the right marks, it had drifted just off the wreck
and four of the divers spent over three hours decom-
pressing after a 120m sand dive! We resolved to return
the next day, but a tropical cyclone to the north had
other ideas for us! 40-knot winds and record local rainfall
saw us shore-bound for the next three days. Local roads
were cut off by flooding and mudslides, and the Dive
Tutukaka shop came close to being destroyed by a large
slip in the hill behind them! Had we upset somebody?!

With the expedition drawing to a close, and only
one somewhat unsatisfactory dive on the wreck to our
credit, we were overjoyed to see sunshine and windless
conditions on our second to last day. A large swell
persisted, but it would take more than that to keep us in
the local pub! As well as the superb support crew from
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Dive Tutukaka, we were joined by Dive NZ editor Dave
Moran as well as, of course, by Keith Gordon. Tim
Cashman was supposed to leave the day before, but was
caught by the road closures. So he decided to dive one
last time before attempting to leave again. The supersti-
tious Welshman declared this to be a good omen and
suggested something special was in the wind!

Locating the wreck and dropping the shot went
smoothly. JDZ and Craig Challen dived first and tied in
the grapnel. Craig Howell and I were next in, swimming
over to the wreck from the shot in lowish viz but no
current. Reaching the Niagara near the forward hold, we
turned until we reached the enormous foremast. Head-
ing out along the sand, we swam underneath the mast
admiring the large crows-nest, and some masthead
lights on the sand. I paused to photograph these when
suddenly I heard Craig squealing in his helium falsetto.
There, out in the open, sitting on the sand was the ship’s
bell! An exchange of unintelligible chatter followed! I
raced to photograph the bell in situ, but Craig was
already deploying a lift bag and attaching it to this most
sought after prize. Minutes later, the bell began its
ascent to the surface, and we spontaneously embraced
and renewed our excited babble! Two passing divers
could only hear the hysterical squawking emerging from
a cloud of silt, and did not realize what had transpired!

Craig and I continued aft until we reached another
pile of wreckage, the remnants of the bridge. As Leigh
had discovered on the earlier dive, at least three tele-
graphs on their pedestals lay in the sand. I tied a lift bag
onto the closest telegraph, wrestling it from the sur-
rounding wreckage. But the bag had insufficient lift to
complete the job, so Leigh swam over and added his
bag. Finally, another historic artifact joined the bell on
the surface. Soon the sounds of the ship’s horn above let
all the divers know that the two prizes were safely
onboard the Perfect Day.

That night saw the team celebrating on the boat in
Tutakaka harbour. Champagne flowed freely, the local
press came to photograph the magnificent bell, and
Keith got misty eyed as he thanked those who had
helped create this historic moment. The nine divers
themselves, the support divers and crew, the expedition
sponsors, and the countless other helpers had all played
an invaluable role in reaching this point. Sixty-seven
years after this magnificent liner disappeared below the
waves during the madness of World War II, and 20 years
since Keith Gordon first peered at the wreck through the
eyes of his ROV, an international team of free-swimming
tech divers had located and raised the soul of the
ship…the bell. In their eyes, it was better than gold.

Left: John Dalla-Zuanna decompress-
ing after a dive to the famous
Niagara.

Right bottom: The two Craigs, Challen
and Howell, hanging on the free-
floating deco station.
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Niagara Stats

RMS Niagara launched 17th August 1912 at Clydebank,
Glasgow, by John Brown and Co. for the Union Steamship
Company Ltd. of New Zealand

Length: 574.7 feet     Tonnage: 13,415 gross
Engines: 12500hp in two, four cylinder triple expansion
engines and a Parsons low-pressure turbine (triple screws)
Speed: 16 knots average

At the time of her sinking, the Niagara had sailed the Pacific
route for over 25 years, covering more miles than any other
liner in service. She was operated by the Canadian Australasian
Line, and was leaving Auckland harbour on route to Canada. In
the early hours of 19th June 1940, the “Queen of the Pacific”
was carrying 136 passengers and 202 crew as well as her cargo
of 295 boxes of gold bars when she struck a mine laid by the
German raider HSK Orion. No lives were lost.

From Keith Gordon’s book “Deep Water Gold”
ISBN 0 473 10056 8

It is hoped that the bell and telegraph from the RMS Niagara
will be displayed at the Maritime Museum in Auckland.

NZTech07 would like to thank the following for their sponsor-
ship or assistance: Advanced Diver Magazine, Dive Rite
Australia, Otter Dry Suits, Typhoon International, DiveTek
Australia, Sport Diving Magazine and Barry Andrewartha,
Pelican Australia, Golem Gear, Neil Miller and DiveOz,
Seaoptics Australia, TDI Australia, Submerge Scooters, Pacific
Hideaway Charters, Dive Tutakaka, SeaRov Technologies, all
the support divers and other helpers!

Right above: Leigh Bishop holding one of
Niagara’s telegraphs.

Right middle: The Niagara technical dive
team with the recovered ship’s bell.
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By ADM Photojournalist Mel Clark

Do artificial reefs / wrecks count as real wreck dives? This can be a hotly de
bated topic. The fact remains that whether the wreck was naturally or artifi
cially created, it is still a wreck that can be beautiful one day and deadly the

next. Divers should never forget that a ship sunk as an artificial reef can have all of the
same hazards as a wreck sunk due to a storm or warfare, and as such demands re-
spect. With that in mind, divers who plan their dive well can go in light-heartedly, and
find themselves at the receiving end of the labyrinth celebrating a wonderful dive.

The HMCS (Her Majesty’s Canadian Ship) Columbia is the third naval destroyer-
escort to be sunk as an artificial reef in British Columbia, Canada. The Columbia was
commissioned in November 1959 as one of the Restigouche class of naval destroyers.
She eventually was turned into a training ship until she was decommissioned (paid off)
in 1974. The Artificial Reef Society of British Columbia (ARSBC) bought the Columbia
from the Canadian government, and sunk her close to Maud Island in the Campbell
River area on June 22, 1996. She is 366 feet in length, her beam is 42 feet, and she
drew 13.5 feet of water. The Columbia now rests in over 120 feet of water with a list
to the port side of about 35 degrees.
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Diving on one of these naval destroyer-escorts is an
experience not to be missed. Once you head down the
line and the wreck comes into sight, it is hard not to stop
briefly and marvel at the sheer magnitude of the ship. We
dived the Columbia on a typical British Columbia winter
day…which means it was raining. However, if you do not
let the rain get in the way, diving in the winter months in
BC offers some of the best visibility to be found. In the
wintertime, the visibility can range from 30 feet to over
100 feet. On the day of our dive, we had average winter
visibility of around 50 feet. I stopped about 15 feet above
the stern and could see the mid-ship superstructure.
Continuing down to the deck, my first sight was the huge
mortar bay and the aft guns. Of course, the guns lured
me in for a few photo opportunities.

We swam around in the mortar bay for a few minutes,
and then entered a few of the passageways. Practicing
progressive penetration, we returned out through the
mortar bay and turned toward the bow. The Columbia can
be a bit disorientating to dive as she is listing about 35
degrees to the port side. Curt and I passed the main stack
and continued on toward the bridge. I entered the bridge
and was very surprised to see a group of cloud sponges on
the starboard entrance wall. Also inside the bridge I found
clusters of strawberry anemones, another one of my favorite
invertebrates. I paused to look out the bridge “windows”
towards the main gun and the bow, and imagined what it
was like to be on this ship while it was underway.

Our dive time was at 45 minutes now. As Curt and I
were on closed circuit, this was not a concern as we had
plenty of time left to explore. I exited the bridge and
headed toward the main gun mount. I personally feel
that one thing that makes these artificial reefs so
spectacular, apart from their sheer size, is that the gun
mounts were left in place and pipes added to make it
appear that the actual armament is still on them (the
Canadian Navy removed the actual gun barrels as part of
policy). It is not every day you get to see sights such as
this underwater. 

Swimming past the main gun, we next headed
toward the bow. As I approached the rock bottom that
the bow rests on, I could see her hallmark feature. On
sinking, the Columbia struck the rock bottom bow first
with such force that her bow is now crumpled almost like
the folds of an accordion. The crumpled section is
covered with a pink encrusting sponge and is very
spectacular to see. On the way back to the stern, Curt
and I entered one of the many diver access openings cut
in the side of the hull. This ship was prepared to create a
safer and more rewarding wreck diving experience. That
said, she is still a wreck and requires proper training and
equipment to penetrate her.
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Due to her location, the Columbia receives a large
amount of nutrients from the nearby currents. With
these nutrients also comes a fair amount of sediment. I
have penetrated down a couple decks of this wreck
before, only to find myself needing to find my way out
with the guide line that I had laid. All it takes is one bad
fin kick or a change in the currents and the visibility will
turn to nothing.

The Columbia is celebrating her eleventh year
underwater this year, so she has a vast collection of
marine inhabitants that call her home.  She is covered
with tube worms, anemones and, my favorite, cloud
sponges. The bridge and many passages have fair-sized
cloud sponges living in and on them. I have not often
seen cloud sponges of such a large size living in such
shallow water. The key to the Columbia’s marine life
success is partly due to her location. Nearby Campbell
River is renowned for marine life and extreme tides.
Maud Island is right in that tidal path. The nice thing
about Maud Island and the Columbia’s resting location,
however, is that it is sheltered most of the time from the
high currents. This allows the diver to dive the Columbia
most times without regard to the currents, while still
offering a spectacular wreck teeming with marine life
due to high tidal exchanges.

Some would say that artificial reefs are not real
wrecks and not worthy of exploration. I do not buy into
this line of thought. Artificial wrecks are great places to
experience wreck diving, and to start to learn and
perfect critical wreck diving skills.  The Columbia is a
spectacular destroyer-escort covered with marine life for

the diver to experience. This is a great place to experi-
ence wrecks for the first time or to take a wreck
class...or just enjoy a fun dive. Along with this beautiful
wreck are all of the nearby wall dives. The Quadra Island
area is considered one of the best cold water diving
areas in the world, and an underwater photographer’s
Mecca. Along with the spectacular diving, we were
greeted with incredible hospitality. Earl at Abyssal Dive
Charters and Lodge offers a complete diving experi-
ence. The lodge is modern and very diver friendly
(including the necessary hot tub). The meals were, of
course, top notch. And, most important, Earl’s knowl-
edge of the currents and surrounding waters allowed for
a stress-free and safe dive trip. Abyssal is recreational,
technical, and rebreather diver friendly. Earl at Abyssal
can be contacted at 800-499-2297 www.abyssal.com
Thanks to the dive team: Jason Cole, Jimi Aneashe
James Elisalda, Steve Egner, Dane Lee, and Curt
McNamee. Kudos to Earl, Kathy, and Bob from abyssal
dive charters.
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Move over Robin Leach!

It could be you staying on a private 880-acre island
surrounded by cobalt-blue Caribbean waters, secluded
barefoot-soft beaches, towering rocky cliffs, and lush
tropical vegetation. Imagine sipping your favorite cocktail
as afternoon breezes gently cool your skin, and breath-
taking sunsets play out in glorious Technicolor all around
you. From your comfortable surroundings at the main
resort, nestled on top of the 600-foot high hillside, you
relax with the sounds of pink flamingoes, watch the
drifting patterns of colorful butterflies, and luxuriate in the
wind-blown scent of an endless variety of tropical flowers.

If there is heaven on earth, British Virgin Islands’
Guana Island www.Guana.com must be it. Nothing short
of amazing, this entire island is enjoyed by a maximum
of 32 guests, with a professional staff who eagerly
attend your every need.

The British Virgin Islands are a group of over sixty
islands and rocky shoals that are connected by hundreds
of square miles of fish-filled pristine reefs, ancient
underwater volcanic canyons, and an endless sea of
rippled sandy flats.

With a variety of depths ranging from three feet to
the plummeting deep blue waters of the unexplored

Text and Photography by Curt Bowen
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continental shelf walls, the British Virgin Islands are an underwater heaven for
all divers of any skill level. With thousands of protective coves and shallow
reefs for swimming and snorkeling, it is also a perfect vacation spot for the
whole family.

Diving BVI’s better underwater locations is accomplished easily by
booking a slot with one of the area’s two main dive operators: Blue Water
Divers www.bluewaterdiversbvi.com and UBS Dive Center
www.divebvi.com.  Both dive charter services regularly visit many of the
well-known reef and wreck locations, including the world-renowned wreckage
of the RMS Rhone.

Built in 1865, the 310-foot RMS Rhone was a Royal Mail Steam Packet
Ship, which boasted 253 first-class, 30 second-class, and 30 third-class cabins.
Commanded by a 25-year veteran, Captain Robert Woolley. On October 29th,
1867, the RMS Rhone and RMS Conway were anchored inside Great Harbor,
Peter Island, BVI. With the weather starting to deteriorate from an approach-
ing storm, the captain of the Rhone decided to head for the better-
protected shelter of Road Harbor. Due to the Rhone’s much larger
size, the passengers of the Conway were transferred onto the
Rhone in hopes of reaching safety.

As the storm reached gale force winds, the large ship
began losing ground. Captain Woolley ordered the ship’s
3000-pound anchor to be deployed in an attempt to
prevent the vessel from grounding ashore. But, as luck
would have it, the shackle became stuck in the hawse
pipe and separated, dropping the anchor and 300
feet of chain onto the bay floor.

With the ship now at the mercy of the
storm, Captain Woolley made one last at-
tempt to escape from the rocks and reach
the comparative safety of the open sea.
The quickest route to open water was
through the narrow pass by Black Rock
Point. Hugging Black Rock in an
attempt to block as much wind as
possible, the Rhone threaded
its way through the pass.
But Lady Luck still
would not show
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her face. Davy Jones had his grip tight on the ship’s hull, greedy for
the souls aboard.

Just as the RMS Rhone had cleared through the pass, and it
appeared that she would make it to open waters, the eye of the
hurricane passed and the winds quickly switched directions. Just
minutes before, Black Rock Point had provided a saving windbreak,
but now it was the sword that would split the ship wide open.

Category four hurricane winds grabbed the Rhone’s hull,
smashing it like a child’s toy onto the black rocks. As the panicked
passengers and crew attempted in vain to save themselves, the
sound of splintering metal and wood gave way to rushing seawater.
Like a slithering serpent, the intruding cool water quickly found the
ship’s hot boilers. The expanding steam explosion pounded the final
nail into the ship’s coffin as it ripped her hull in half and quickly sent
both ends to the sea floor, carrying crew, passengers, and cargo to
their doom. Those few who survived the tremendous explosion were
tossed into the raging seas where they waged a personal battle
against wave and rock. Only twenty-two of the crew and one passen-
ger out of 146 people would survive. Captain Woolley would uphold
the mariner’s highest honor: he went down with his ship.

Over one hundred and forty years have passed since that
fateful night, and the RMS Rhone has endured many more storms
and a great deal of human intervention. Early hardhat divers
salvaged much of her cargo. The US Navy underwater demolition
teams blew up her stern section in the 1950’s.
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Finally, after 100 years, the government of the BVI designated
the RMS Rhone as a national state park in 1967. Today, even
though the wreckage is scattered along the sea floor, the RMS
Rhone is a must-dive location for all who visit the BVI.

If your travel plans do not include your own private island,
the main island of Tortola has many accommodations ranging
from the penny-pincher’s delight to the admiral’s club traveler.
Nestled into the lush greens of Tortola’s north shore, Sugar
Mill Resort is an elegant and historical landmark that provides
accommodations fit for a prince, at an excellent mid-ranged
price www.sugarmillhotel.com. Boasting its own sea-side
dock, restaurant, lounge, and large swimming pool, Sugar Mill
Hotel is privately secluded but still within fifteen minutes of
the main island dive shop and sailing marina.

If you feel like taking a day or afternoon off from
exploring BVI’s underwater wonderland, there is a myriad of
fun activities for the devoted couple or entire Brady Bunch-
sized family.

The British Virgin Islands are known as one of the world’s
largest sailing capitals. At any given time, you can view
hundreds of tall white sails decorating the horizon. Horizon
Yacht Charters www.horizonyachtcharters.com offers any
sized sailing vessel from a small two-man dinghy to a super
sailing yacht equipped with more fancy amenities than the
average millionaire’s home. For those who wish to charter a
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sailing vessel, but still want to put in their
daily time underwater, UBS Dive Center
and Dive BVI offers the unique rendezvous
dive service of meeting up with your
private yacht and whisking you away to
visit a couple of the best dive locations,
then returning you to your vessel just in
time for the evening wine and cheese.

The BVI still holds many unexplored dive
locations. UBS Dive Center and Advanced
Diver Magazine are currently working out
logistics for the first closed circuit
rebreather deep wall expedition, tentatively
planned for the spring of 2008.  Watch ADM
On-Line for dates, costs, and dive logistics.

Located a mere two to three hours air
flight from most of the eastern United
States, the British Virgin Islands is a must-
dive location for any serious or not-so-
serious diver and their significant other or
entire family.

Guana Island: www.Guana.com
Sugar Mill Hotel: www.sugarmillhotel.com
Blue Water Divers: www.bluewaterdiversbvi.com
UBS Dive Center: www.divebvi.com
Horizon Yacht Charters: www.horizonyachtcharters.com
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KEEPING IT
SUPER SIMPLE

• Simple to Maintain
• Simple to Operate

• Simple to Clean
• Simple to Pack

• Simple Price

Rebreathers for
Recreational and
Technical Diving

Ph: 1-604-469-9176
info@Jetsam.ca

www.Jetsam.ca



Designed for professionals who demand
high performance lighting with modern
digital camera systems, and film camera
systems.
Multiple flash modes, including S-TTL, 24-step External
Auto, 13-step Manual & Nikonos TTL for film camera
support. High Power - Powerful 24 Guide Number (ISO
100, Air x 1 meter; GN=79/feet) for DSLR users
shooting small apertures in macro, or lighting
reefscapes with fullframe fisheye lenses.

AA NiMH (2,700mAh) batteries to fill the large
cards of modern DSLR systems.

Super fast recycle time: 1.6 seconds after full dump
when using AA NiMH (2,700mAh) batteries. Keep up
with the high-speed burst imaging possible with DSLR
systems.

Light Quality: Clean daylight color temperature: 5500K
for an unbiased, “natural” baseline color.

Wide circular beam angle: 100 degree circular beam
fully covers 100 degree wide angle attachment lenses
or 20mm lenses in fullframe DSLR systems.

www.InonAmerica.com
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Text by Jeff Toorish
Photography by Curt Bowen and Jeff Toorish

Right: In many Guatemalan villages Maximon, a
local deity also know as Hermano San Simon,
“Brother Saint Simon Peter.” is still worshipped
with offerings of tobacco, alcohol, Coca Cola, and
a tropical plant with orange-red berries. Incense
and perfume dedicated to him is scented with the
orange blossoms or blended citrus odors of
lemongrass, citronella, and sweet orange. With
the proper offering he may even provide you
with great discoveries from the lake.

The word “atitlan” is Mayan for “the place where
the rainbow gets its colors.” Perhaps that is why
the remaining Mayan culture there is so powerfully

colorful in culture, dress, and history.

Lake Atitlan itself is colorful in many other ways, from
the deep greens of the surrounding hills, mountains, and
volcanoes to the sudden burst of unexpected hues in the
flowers that cling to the sides of the surrounding steep
cliffs. Mornings and evenings are ablaze with breathtaking
sun shows and late evening lightning storms. The lake is
dramatic, mysterious, magical, and charming all at once.

It also hides treasures, myths, mysteries,
and – perhaps — a monster.

“Lake Como, it seems to me, touches on the limit of per-
missibly picturesque, but Atitlán is Como with additional
embellishments of several immense volcanoes. It really is
too much of a good thing.”   Aldous Huxley

Right: In many Guatemalan villages Maximon, a
local deity also know as Hermano San Simon,
“Brother Saint Simon Peter.” is still worshipped
with offerings of tobacco, alcohol, Coca Cola, and
a tropical plant with orange-red berries. Incense
and perfume dedicated to him is scented with the
orange blossoms or blended citrus odors of
lemongrass, citronella, and sweet orange. With
the proper offering he may even provide you
with great discoveries from the lake.
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Millions of stars fill the night sky
as lightning illuminates the

eastern Guatemalan mountains.
Dozens of Mayan boats are

moored to the dock, awaiting the
sunrise and the start of another

busy day on the lake.

Below: Local fisherman sit in their
homemade wooden boats as they
hand jig fishing line up and down

for hours, trying to catch the
daily dinner.

A four-man team of explorers from Advanced Diver
Magazine headed for Lake Atitlan on a purely reconnais-
sance expedition to determine the potential for future
exploration. Meeting at the newly renovated airport in
Guatemala City at one o’clock in the morning, the team of
ADM Publisher Curt Bowen, Team Coordinator Keith
Ambrose, Explorer Erik Foreman, and ADM Photographer
and Journalist Jeff Toorish headed to the lake, a drive of
three-plus hours. The late night trip over Guatemala’s
fabled mountains in heavy fog landed us on the lakeshore
just as the sun was rising.  It was an unforgettable sight of
one of the most magnificent places on Earth.

A short boat ride, a three hour nap, and the team was
at the water’s edge for the first dive — a gear checkout.
Because of the reconnaissance nature of this expedition,
we had decided to use rebreathers to give us greater
flexibility. Keith Ambrose has visited the area extensively,
and had arranged for oxygen, helium, and sorb at the
base. Curt and Jeff used KISS Classic rebreathers, with
Curt’s specifically modified for exploration (a later ADM
article). Keith used an Evolution, and Erik a Copis Meg.

Lake Atitlan has year-round water temperatures of
about 70 degrees Fahrenheit. During our trip, air
temperatures ranged from the 60s at night to the low
80s during the day with low humidity. We would be
diving wetsuits for the duration of the expedition with
the exception of Erik, who dives dry exclusively…or at
least he would until an unfortunate cuff seal rip required
him to switch to a borrowed wetsuit.

Due to the high surrounding mountains, the lake is
the primary mode of transportation in the area. The
water is constantly dotted with small Guatemalan
canoes, usually with one or two natives aboard. The
canoes take about six months to construct, and involve
hollowing out a log and allowing it to cure, after which,
side panels are nailed in place. The canoes appear
remarkably stable, and the local residents use them for
self-transportation and fishing.
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Left: Team coordinator Keith
Ambrose, sporting his Evolu-

tion rebreather (which he refers
to as the Cadillac of CCRs

because it contains all the bells,
buckles, straps, and whistles),
prepares for another explora-

tion dive into Lake Atitlan.

The Nature of Recon

Reconnaissance, recon, if you will, is always tricky. In
all honesty, the team did not expect to do much more
than take the measure of the lake in an effort to deter-
mine whether future exploration would be warranted.
The lake itself provides a beautiful, majestic, exotic
location for recreational divers. ATI Divers, the only dive
facility located on the lake, is located at La Iguana
Perdida. They offer excellent training for divers from
open water through rescue diver courses. For those
looking for a vacation that offers more local flavor,
nothing could be better.

Our base camp was also conveniently based at La
Iguana Perdida (The Lost Iguana)
www.laiguanaperdida.com, a hostel in Santa Cruz that
features traditional dorm style rooms along with some
newer hotel style accommodations. It is the perfect place
for a getaway, with a spectacular view of the lake and
surrounding mountains. Owners Dave and Deedle
Ratcliffe and their staff were extremely helpful. A beauti-
ful place, but is there really enough to interest technical
divers who wish to go beyond recreational limits?

We spent the next few days of diving finding out.

For this reporter personally, the second day was less
than stellar. A camera housing flood at about 30 feet
ended any chance of photography for the day. (The
$2500 destroyed camera and lens were later sacrificed to
the lake’s Dive Gods in an effort to prevent any further
incidents.) Partnered with team coordinator Keith
Ambrose, I did continue the dive; however, we failed to
discover any Mayan artifacts. The dive itself was beauti-
ful, and only served to whet our growing curiosity.

Mystery and the Monster

As with so many deep lakes, Atitlan is home to an
alleged monster. The myth goes something like this:
During mid-day when the winds whip around the volca-
noes and high mountains, the water of the lake becomes
angry. The fabled lake monster, a serpent, lures boats to
the center of the lake where it sucks them to the depths,
never to be seen again. The monster has been used to
explain lost boats and fisherman for centuries.  Clearly,
many local Mayans believe the myth to be true because
they all seem to stick close to shore, not daring to
venture into the deep waters in the middle.

The serpent appears to have no name, although we
began calling her Ati. For some reason, we also began
considering the monster to be female, although there is,
of course, no actual proof of that. But somehow a
female serpent seemed more accurate since it is noted
to only take men to the bottom.
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From the docks of La Iguana
Perdida, one can view this

picturesque panoramic view of
Lake Atitlan. The largest

volcano, Volcan Atitlan, can be
just seen hidden directly

behind Volcan Toliman on the
left. To the right stands the

smallest of the lake’s volcanos,
Volcan San Pedro. A large bay
splits the volcanoes and holds

one of the lake’s bigger Mayan
cities, Santiago Atitlan.

Above right: Dressed in customary garments, a local Mayan girl from
the lake city of San Pedro sells her wares to visiting tourists. With a
smile and determination, she quickly softens the hearts and wallets
of several team members, leaving us standing in the middle of the
bustling stone street seemingly dumbfounded, conjuring up excuses.
We quickly determine that all purchased items were intended for our
wives and children all along.

Right: A beautiful young woman from the lake city of Toliman
poses in her colorful Mayan dress for the team’s cameras. She was
quickly bombarded by a horde of other children attempting to get
into the shot.

There is no doubt that a giant aquatic being could live in a lake of this
size. Atitlan is the deepest lake in Central America, estimated at
1100+ feet / 335 meters deep in the center. It is 18 miles / 29 kilometers long
and 16 miles / 26 kilometers wide with many inlets and a few islands dotting
the shores. The lake is also ringed with about a dozen towns from small to
relatively large by the standards of a mountainous region. The lake’s origins
are volcanic, formed by a super caldera eruption 84,000 years ago.

Volcán Atitlán is still considered active, and has grown almost entirely
during the past 10,000 years. Its most recent eruption was in 1853. Geolo-
gists and historians believe the water level has risen at least a hundred feet
over the millennium, but on February 4, 1976, a massive earthquake struck
Guatemala.  Twenty-six thousand people died from the 7.5 magnitude
quake, which fractured the lake bed, causing the water level to drop over 25
feet in one month.

All this may prove significant for exploration. The rising lake waters may
cover Mayan artifacts and even portions of villages, kept intact by the fresh
water. The subsequent drop in the lake’s level may make those same
artifacts more accessible to divers within the technical limits.

But, of course, the ultimate depths of Atitlan could still hide the mon-
ster Ati until she chooses to show herself. We did not see her, but at deeper
depths, there is always the thought that something in the darkness is
watching…and waiting.

From the docks of La Iguana
Perdida, one can view this

picturesque panoramic view of
Lake Atitlan. The largest

volcano, Volcan Atitlan, can be
just seen hidden directly

behind Volcan Toliman on the
left. To the right stands the

smallest of the lake’s volcanos,
Volcan San Pedro. A large bay
splits the volcanoes and holds

one of the lake’s bigger Mayan
cities, Santiago Atitlan.



Above: Ancient hot flowing lava created strange
but beautiful stone formations when it struck the
cool waters of Lake Atitlan. Diver Erik Foreman
poses above one of the millions of giant stones as
the emerald green water above is illuminated by
the sun’s light.

Above right: The team’s lake captain, Domingo
Chavajay has lived, worked, and fished as did
generations of his ancestors before him on the
lake. His extensive knowledge of the lake waters,
its people, and ancient civilization locations proved
invaluable for the team’s success.

Right: ADM Photojournalist, KISS CCR explorer
(which he refers to as his Yugo, which means “You
Go” wherever the heck you want and dive), and
author of this editorial, Jeff Toorish, prepares for
another exploration dive into Lake Atitlan.

Diving the Depths

Each day starts at about 5:30 am with our boat, the Tornado,
arriving at 6:45.  The Tornado is one of the many 26-foot long fiber-
glass outboards that are the mass transit system on the lake. We load
gear, often with the help of local youngsters who are eager to carry
pretty much anything, for one or two quetzales, the local currency.
The Tornado is captained by Mayan lake guide extraordinaire,
Domingo Chavajay. Domingo has lived and worked on the lake his
entire life. His heritage stretches back through generations and
generations of relatives who also worked and lived beside the lake,
most likely all the way back thousands of years to those people who
actually made the artifacts we are searching for today. Domingo is
strong in religion, dedicated to his heritage, and honored to return
lost artifacts to his people. With a slight tear in his eye, Domingo
kisses and softly blesses each of the team’s discoveries. I find it
amazing and touching that an individual holds such a strong bond and
dedication towards his heritage.

As the week progressed, we clearly gained the feeling that Atitlan’s
depths hold wonders and treasures. For our recon purposes, we will
need something more tangible for proof. We quickly found many small
pieces of clay pots, smashed either accidentally or over time. These
tantalizing clues only serve to heighten our wonder and interest.

Above: Ancient hot flowing lava created strange
but beautiful stone formations when it struck the
cool waters of Lake Atitlan. Diver Erik Foreman
poses above one of the millions of giant stones as
the emerald green water above is illuminated by
the sun’s light.

Above right: The team’s lake captain, Domingo
Chavajay has lived, worked, and fished as did
generations of his ancestors before him on the
lake. His extensive knowledge of the lake waters,
its people, and ancient civilization locations proved
invaluable for the team’s success.

Right: ADM Photojournalist, KISS CCR explorer
(which he refers to as his Yugo, which means “You
Go” wherever the heck you want and dive), and
author of this editorial, Jeff Toorish, prepares for
another exploration dive into Lake Atitlan.
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Above: After the invention of fiber rope, the
Maya changed their boat anchor design from
a round doughnut-shaped rock with a hole in
the middle to a long oval shape with a
groove cut around the stone to hold the
rope in place.

Right: Descendants from seawater crabs, these
freshwater crabs harmlessly scurry around the rocks

searching for any food to come their way. If cornered,
they put up a show of force and can easily bring pain

to any misplaced finger.

The writer Aldous Huxley called Lake Atitlan “the most beautiful lake in
the world.” Of course, Huxley did not have the opportunity to dive below
the surface to view its ultimate magnificence.  While terrific at recreational
depths, the lake’s visibility truly opens up below about 100 feet / 30
meters. At depths below 180 feet / 50 meters, visibility increases to as far
as your best light can shine. While the water is clearer at that depth, it is
also more mysterious. As we glide over massive ridges of volcanic boul-
ders, we peer down the sloping walls and into a black abyss, hundreds of
feet deeper. The opportunities for deeper technical diving are clearly
limitless. Perhaps just as remarkable, there has been little or no previous
deep diving here, creating a location of unlimited exploration and high
potential for great discoveries.

For these deeper dives, we choose an easy mixable rebreather diluent
of heliair 14% 02, 33% Helium. This would give us greater options in the
event a dive to 300 feet or more was necessary. From a recon perspective,
however, exploration seemed most promising at depths of 90 to 180 feet.

Are You KIDDING Me?!

We had been searching, and, so far, our luck had not been very good.
To top that off, I was having a slight equipment problem. Even though it
was manageable underwater, it forced Keith Ambrose and me to the surface
earlier than desired. We had been at about 160 feet, heading down to an
area of petrified trees. The water seemed a bit murkier than we had experi-
enced and we attributed that to a fissure, which seemed to be pouring
colder water into the lake. Apparently, the fissure was the nozzle of some
sort of water spring. Later inspection of my rebreather showed that it was
not an equipment malfunction, but small foreign material that had gotten
stuck in my CCR over pressurization valve, preventing it from fully closing.
In two minutes I cleaned out the crap, and my KISS, as usual, was back to
perfect working condition.

On this dive, ATI’s Australian Dive Master, Gene Mills, and ATI’s UK Dive
Instructor, Andy Stratham accompanied us. Their knowledge of the lake and
support in gas preparation made exploration much easier. Also joining the
team that day was a very energetic and entertaining Open Water Diver,
Siobhan “Rosa” Burgess.

Volcan Toliman and Volcan
Atitlan tower above the lake
city of Santiago, seen on the

photo’s distant shore. Up close,
team divers prepare their

equipment on a resident’s dock
as a lonely Mayan fisherman
wonders what these foreign
strangers might be doing in

their funny rubber suits.

Volcan Toliman and Volcan
Atitlan tower above the lake
city of Santiago, seen on the

photo’s distant shore. Up close,
team divers prepare their

equipment on a resident’s dock
as a lonely Mayan fisherman
wonders what these foreign
strangers might be doing in

their funny rubber suits.



Above: Dive Master Gene Mills proudly shows off his
authentic ancient Mayan plastic pot that he discov-
ered in the lake. Using an ancient writing technique
called “Magic Marker,” he scribed important human
events that happened on the lake in the year 2007.

On one of our afternoon
city tours, we came
upon a town square
celebration. Lines of
women and children
stood waiting for
something, though the
team could not deter-
mine why or what.  “
Gringos Stupido.”

While Keith and I were on heading to deeper depths, Gene
and Rosa were enjoying a recreational dive to about 60 feet or
so, poking around the bottom to see what they might find. Rosa
was on an extended tour of Central America, and was indicative
of the travelers and hikers who explore the area around Lake
Atitlan. She had decided to take a year off from her work as a
theatrical costumer and dresser for the Royal Shakespeare
Company in her native England. Apparently, she could not pass
up a chance to dive with the ADM exploration team. She be-
came a de facto team member and all-around helper for the
duration of the trip.

Surfacing with an equipment problem is never pleasant. In
addition to getting to the surface, there is also the anxiety about
what effect this will have on future dives. So when I made it to
the surface with Keith and began swimming toward the nearby
dock we had used as a staging area, the last thing I expected to
see were two open water divers proudly displaying a relic they
had recovered on a recreational dive.

The pot appeared aged, with a gray background and lighter
diagonal stripes running its length. Gene was proudly holding it
up, and Rosa was broadly smiling.

Gene hollered, “Look what we found.”

My reaction was, “Are you kidding me? Are you freaking kidding
me? I can’t believe this!”

As we got closer, Gene hollered, “Just kidding, mate!”

The “great” find was a plastic jug, probably lost overboard
by a fisherman or boater near the dock — definitely not a relic.
Gene would later place this relic in the dive shop, tattooed with
ADM, 2007.

On one of our afternoon
city tours, we came
upon a town square
celebration. Lines of
women and children
stood waiting for
something, though the
team could not deter-
mine why or what.  “
Gringos Stupido.”



Looking for Clues and Finding “Maximón”

We begin each dive day at 5:45 a.m. because the lake tends
to get choppy in the afternoons, making it difficult to dive. This
worked out perfectly because we wanted to learn more about
the area around the lake. Each afternoon the team headed to a
different town bordering Lake Atitlan to discover more about
the rich Mayan culture. Just as important, the more we could
discover about the lake, the better the chances were that we
would discover its hidden secrets.

Thanks to Keith, who speaks fluent Spanish, and help from
others, we were able to discover a great deal about the area.
Lake Atitlan’s history is varied, with an odd collision of the
modern and traditional Mayan worlds. Tourism is clearly impor-
tant to the area, but it is not the large-scale type of tourism
found in other parts of Central America.

Religion clearly plays a crucial role in the daily lives of the
Mayans here, with Protestant and Catholic rivalries historically
significant. There have also been many historical periods of
bloodshed in the high mountains. The Mayans of this area have
shown a strong ability to adapt to new religious practices while
still maintaining many of their traditional views.

That brings us to Maximón (right). Maximón is an idol or
saint, possibly the reincarnation of the pre-Columbian Maya
God, Mam, blended with Catholic influences. He is por-
trayed by a life-sized wooden doll that is dressed in color-
ful, human clothing. The cult of Maximón is centered in the
highlands of Guatemala, but its origins are not very well
understood by outsiders.

Sometimes called San Simón, Maximón resides in a different
house each year and is moved during a procession during Holy
Week. Maximón is attended by two people, members of the



Left: Explorer Erik Foreman returns to
the surface carrying an 1800+ year old

Mayan incense plate that may have
been used for burial rituals or other

types of religious ceremonies.

Above: Prior to touching or moving
any underwater artifacts, photographs

were taken of their position and
conditions. The incense plate is shown

sitting upright and tucked under a
giant table type rock. The theory is

that the lake was probably between
100 and 140 feet shallower 2000 years

ago than it is today. This discovery
proves that Lake Atitlan truly holds

important Mayan relics, and that there
could possibly be a lost city beneath

the lake’s surface.

Cofradia, who keep the shrine in order and pass along
offerings from visitors. Maximón is a fun guy, and
visitors ply him with liquor, cigarettes, cigars, and
money. He invariably has a lit cigarette dangling from his
lips, and a hole in his mouth so his attendants can give
him liquor.

Maximón is also something of a bully whom it’s best
not to cross, but who can grant wishes for success. With
that in mind, we found a guide who could lead us up
steep hills and through narrow winding streets to
Maximón’s current shrine location. We entered and
engaged in ritual negotiations with the attendants, and
eventually bartered the appropriate offerings, hoping
that with Maximon’s influence, we would increase our
odds of success in searching for Mayan relics.

Turning Recon into Discovery

Although we began this expedition for purely reconnais-
sance purposes, we never lost hope of making a significant
find. Without doubt, there are Mayan relics hiding deep under
the waters of Lake Atitlan. We had been scouring old maps,
interviewing local historians, boat captains, and residents. We
toured museums and took careful notes in addition to the
research we had done prior to the trip. And, of course, there
was the tribute to Maximón we had working for us.

The time was ripe and the exploration team was
eager. We felt we had to be getting closer to a find, but
in exploration nothing is certain. Still, we set out to dive
a particularly promising area, and the feelings aboard
the Tornado seemed heightened.

Left: Explorer Erik Foreman returns to
the surface carrying an 1800+ year old

Mayan incense plate that may have
been used for burial rituals or other

types of religious ceremonies.

Above: Prior to touching or moving
any underwater artifacts, photographs

were taken of their position and
conditions. The incense plate is shown

sitting upright and tucked under a
giant table type rock. The theory is

that the lake was probably between
100 and 140 feet shallower 2000 years

ago than it is today. This discovery
proves that Lake Atitlan truly holds

important Mayan relics, and that there
could possibly be a lost city beneath

the lake’s surface.
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Below: Several stone tools were also discovered
during the expedition. One was thought to be a
stone hand tool that was probably used to grind

corn or used as a hammer. A piece of volcanic
glass (obsidian) was found that was used to make

knife blades for skinning and cutting.

Explorer Erik Foreman was in good visibility at 97
feet, scouring the bottom for pieces of Mayan pottery.
ADM Publisher Curt Bowen was a few feet above him,
camera in hand, looking for suitable photo opportunities.
They had already been in the water for about 90 minutes,
and were preparing to head to the surface via a series of
decompression stops. At this point, they believed this
area was barren of artifacts, but were enjoying the final
part of the dive.

The boat had dropped them near some buoys mark-
ing a small pinnacle of volcanic rock. The two clear and
one yellow buoy served as a navigation point on the
surface, and the line down helped Erik and Curt specify a
search area.

Curt had already swum past the table type rock,
concentrating on a potential photograph when Erik
suddenly spotted something different, something that
seemed out of place.

At first, Erik saw only the color, but the color was
different than the surrounding rock. His excitement
increased. Then the shape of the object came into focus;
it was round, perfectly round. Round is not a shape you
find in Nature very often — and never in these conditions.

There it was: an intact Mayan incense bowl, about 18
inches across with four formed legs, weighing about 10
pounds, and used most likely in a ritual type offering. It
was the team’s first significant discovery, and the valida-
tion of this reconnaissance mission. Lake Atitlan not only
holds Mayan artifacts and relics, but with enough prod-
ding, will give them up!

Curt and Erik completed deco and waited as the
Tornado smoothly slid alongside them for pickup. The
other members of the boat crew and exploration team
moved into position to help the divers climb aboard.
Curt smiled and said, “Nice dive, too bad we didn’t
find anything.”

“Except this,” said Erik, holding up the ancient
Mayan pottery.

It was a significant find. Later described by local
historian and guide Miguel Tzul with these words, “This
artifact is from the classic era, about 1800 to 2000+
years old.” With the discovery of this artifact came
even more questions. The pot was found under a
massive rock being naturally held up by two table leg
type boulders. Close inspection and photographs taken
by Curt prior to removal indicates that it would be
almost impossible for a fragile piece of pottery to sink
in the water, bounce off the hard rocks and land
perfectly with legs down underneath a massive table
type rock. Was the lake over 100 feet shallower 2000
years ago? Was the incense pot placed under the rock
by human hands? If so, could there be a lost Mayan city
hidden under the waters of Lake Atitlan? Future
exploration will be needed to reveal all the wonders
that the most beautiful lake in the world is secretly
hiding in its extreme depths.
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Found Artifacts Document Mayan History

By the end of the expedition the ADM team had discov-
ered several relics, including:

• The perfect four-legged incense plate found in 97 feet.

• A donut-shaped boat anchor used prior to the
invention of rope. Vines and reed ropes were
threaded through the hole in the center, and it was
used as a shallow boat anchor. This was discovered in
87 feet of water.

• The stone tool used to make either the anchor or
something else that needed pounding. This was
discovered in 125 feet of water.

• A nearly intact pot discovered in 130 feet.

• The pieces of a complete pot discovered in 125 feet.

• An arrow core, a piece of volcanic glass used to make
arrow heads found in 150 feet.

The finds are significant, and each piece was care-
fully transported to the local museum in Panajachel for
safekeeping and closer inspection by archaeologists.

In the end, it is hard to say what caused this
expedition’s success. It may have been detailed pre-
expedition planning or possibly the diligence and
perseverance of the team that led to the discoveries.
But maybe that offering to Maximón did the trick.

Lake Atitlan holds many more secrets and the
promise of excellent discovery diving for future expedi-
tion teams. ADM will be returning soon!

WARNING: Guatemala has strict laws regarding the
removal of artifacts from their country. As Deedle from La
Iguana Perdida put it, “Removing a relic is the second
most serious crime in Guatemala, the first being murder.”
Divers should make arrangements to hand over any and
all recovered relics to appropriate local institutions. In no
event should anyone attempt to remove a historic relic
from Guatemala by any means. To do so will jeopardize
any future above and underwater expeditions.

The ADM Guatemala Exploration Team wants to thank:

• Dave and Deedle Ratcliffe, owners of La Iguana Perdida, for
providing an outstanding and life memorable experience.

• Dr David Carey, Jr., University of Southern Maine for his help
in researching the Lake Atitlan Area.

• The entire team and staff at La Iguana Perdida.
• Airek Evans for pouring the tequila.
• The guys at ATI Divers for helping keep things running smoothly.
• Miguel Tzul for his assistance with artifact documentation,

local Mayan customs, and handling of artifacts.
• Capt. Domingo Chavajay for his excellent boat, navigation

skills, and museum contacts.
• Siobhan “Rosa” Burgess for her assistance with dive and

travel logistics.
• Bill “the expatriate” (last name withheld) for a good dinner,

sacrificial rum bottle for the Dive Gods, and 4th of July
monster firecrackers.

Left: A team explorer discovers an ancient boat anchor.

Below: Mayan archaeologist assistant Miguel Tzul presents the
15-pound stone boat anchor. Miguel is the owner and operator
of a Mayan museum in the lake city of Panajachel. Many of the
team’s discoveries will be displayed in this museum.
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ADM EXPANDS
Advanced Diver Magazine is proud to
announce the up-coming release of
ADM E-Zine. (On-Line PDF Magazine)

ADM E-Zine is NOT a carbon copy of
Advanced Diver Magazine, the hard copy,
BUT a completely different layout and
editorial publication.

ADM E-Zine is FREE to register
and download.

Advanced Diver Magazine
Reaching the Entire Planet of Divers

Register today!





To quote Frans Lanting,
one of the world’s top
nature photographers,

“Every picture tells a
story.” It is our task as

photographers to distil
down all the “fluff” that

competes for our
attention in the images.

The viewer of the final
photograph will then

spend the effort to
“listen” to the narrative

we are trying to
convey. The challenges
and the successes have

made for a pretty
rewarding - and

humbling - journey
so far.
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I believe that humans are not separate from
nature, and thoughtful interaction is our rightful
place in the grand scheme of things. Many of my
images have special people in them to provide
grounding for this idea. Unfortunately, “Manifest
Destiny” poured out of Europe hundreds of years
ago, and it’s alive and well in the beginning of
the 21st century. Fighting this man vs. nature
conflict will only ultimately result in our loss. We
may like to think we can conquer the world…but
we cannot.

My revelation on this topic happened one
early morning on a pink sand beach in Bikini
Atoll. You would never know about the malevo-
lent history here unless you were told. For eight
years nature took pretty much all the nuclear
nastiness we could dish out, and after 50 years -
a blink of an eye in earth time - she has nearly
erased the destruction without our meddling.
The background radiation is less than what you’d
receive from a single transcontinental flight
across the U.S. In a few more “blinks” of time,
she will have reduced the cesium 137 half-life
contamination currently concentrated in the plant
life to insignificant levels. The concrete rubble
and rusting steel will be deconstructed to sand
and ferrous compounds, as will the fabulous
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ships in the lagoon as they become part
of the seabed. I came away from Bikini
with the thought that despite our arro-
gance as a species we will not be able to
destroy the earth. We can and have been
making a real mess of things that could
potentially make it a very sad place to
live, but Mother Earth will continue on.
We do not need a plethora of draconian
directives to live in harmony on this
planet. We just need to think about our
actions a little more carefully – kind of
like what most of us were told some-
where around kindergarten.

I started blowing bubbles in 1967 at
the age of ten when my father rented a
two-hose regulator and tank from a gas
station/diveshop in the small town of
Yucaipa, California. The influence of Sea
Hunt’s Mike Nelson and The Silent World
of Jacques Cousteau were just too much
to ignore. Over the years, I’ve been
involved with many types of diving,
including instruction, research, and
technical sport diving. Somewhere along
the line, the idea of taking expensive
cameras and immersing them in saltwater
seemed like a good idea. I’ve been
making images and writing professionally
for the last eight years.

Living in Thousand Oaks, California,
allows me to frequent the kelp beds of
the Channel Islands — which on a GOOD
day is my favorite place to dive. I’m
married to Janine McMurdie, who also
happens to be my number one model and
proofreader. Having newly retired from a
molecular biology career at the ripe old
age of fifty, my plans include staying as
wet as possible!

www.jcdovala.com

Email
jcdovala@verizon.net
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For first-time filmmaker Rob Stewart, learning about
sharks began as an underwater adventure. It
turned into a life-changing and dangerous journey

that resulted in the beautiful and powerfully evocative
film, Sharkwater.  Stewart combines his own extraordi-
nary underwater imagery with a compelling original
soundtrack by Jeff Rona, featuring music from Moby,
Nina Simone, Portishead, Aphex Twin, and more, as well
as interviews with renowned experts.

Filmed in stunning high definition, Sharkwater
brings to life some of the most shark-filled waters of the
planet. This incredible undersea world, so foreign to
most people, became the stage for a drama that would
take more than four years, 400-plus hours of video
footage, span 15 countries, and nearly end Stewart’s life.

Toronto-born Stewart has had a life-long fascination
with sharks. At the age of eight, while free diving in the
Cayman Islands, his dream came true when around the
corner of a reef he saw his first shark close-up. “I was
amazed because it was so cool to see something so big
and so powerful and so perfect,” said Stewart.

Despite the public perception of sharks as indis-
criminate predators with no purpose outside of attack,
they have been an integral part of ocean life for 400
million years.

Stewart explains, “I started making the film because
I realized there was a discrepancy between the way the
world viewed sharks, and my experience of them. I
wanted to make a film that shows sharks the way they
really are, as beautiful and magnificent creatures,
necessary for the evolution of many ocean species.”



Countless books, films, and sensationalized head-
lines have made the mere idea of “shark” synonymous
with vicious attacks by indiscriminate killing machines.
“The truth is that sharks have much more to fear from
us,” says filmmaker Rob Stewart.  “And our fear has
blinded us to the fact that their populations have been
reduced by 90 % over the last 50 years.”

In April of 2002, Stewart, an expert diver and
underwater photographer, teamed up with world-
renowned conservationist Paul Watson of the Los
Angeles-based Sea Shepherd Conservation Society on
an excursion aboard their ship, Ocean Warrior. Invited by
the Costa Rican government to patrol the waters around
the island of Cocos, their adventure started with a battle
between the Ocean Warrior and shark poachers in
Guatemala, resulting in pirate boat rammings, gunboat
chases, mafia espionage, corrupt court systems and
attempted murder charges that forced them to flee for
their lives.

Stewart recalls, “On our way to Cocos Island, we
intercepted the Varadero, a fishing boat illegally long-
lining in Guatemalan waters.” That incident significantly
changed both the direction of Stewart’s film and his life.

“When we arrived in Costa Rica, the Ocean Warrior
was charged with seven counts of attempted murder for
the altercation with the Varadero, despite the fact that
the president of the country invited us there,” notes
Stewart. “Everyone else involved was wondering why
the whole judicial system was attacking us, and ignoring
the illegal fishing boat. While on shore, we had a chance
to find out more about the shark finning operations.”

The process of “finning” involves cutting off the shark’s
fins, after which the rest of the body is thrown over-
board. Despite some countries having banned shark
finning, shark poaching is rampant because of how
profitable it is. Prized in Asia as a delicacy, shark fin
soup has generated a worldwide, multi-billion dollar
industry responsible for killing more than 100 million
sharks each year.
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Though illegal in Costa Rica, Costa Rican fins were
showing up all over Asia. Extensive research uncovered a
connection between the Taiwanese mafia and the shark
fin supply. With the help of an insider, Stewart went
undercover to investigate the shark fishing industry in
Costa Rica.  “There were millions of dollars in fins in
dozens of illegal shark finning operations that the authori-
ties were ignoring,” explains Stewart. “After being
chased and threatened by operators with guns, our guide
admitted that the ‘shark-fin mafia’ was on the lookout,
and it would not be a good idea to be seen in town.”

Guns and shark fin traffickers proved to be only a few
of many dangers Stewart was to face. Uncertain how he
contracted it, his lymphatic system had become infected
with what is known as “flesh eating disease.” He was in
danger of losing his leg and, possibly, his life.  However,
he hadn’t yet made the movie he’d set out to make.

“So much was left to be done. It would have been
crazy to give up at that point. So I stayed in hospital for a
week and eventually the infection cleared up, and off I
went again,” notes Stewart. “I was very lucky.”

In addition to the usual challenges any filmmaker
faces, Stewart endured situations that would exhaust
even a seasoned documentarian. And as a first time
filmmaker, Stewart says, “I had to learn virtually every-

thing about filmmaking as I went, so my learning curve
was incredibly steep.”

Eventually, Stewart returned home to Canada to start
editing his movie. But first Stewart had to recover from the
many illnesses acquired while shooting – he was diagnosed
with Dengue Fever, West Nile virus, and TB at the same
time. “I fought that off for a year while doing little trips
and hibernating, trying to get better. The time actually led
to the development of the shark concepts and the theories
that make up the body of Sharkwater.”

He believes that there is a lot we can learn from
sharks. “They are a beautiful example of a creature that’s
managed to live in balance on earth—and survive. I believe
we need a new relationship with the natural world. For
humans to survive on earth beyond the next hundred
years, caring for the environment has to become cool. “

Rob Stewart’s remarkable courage and determination
to make Sharkwater grew from a mission to save the
world’s sharks. It turned into a fight for his life, and
perhaps the balance of life on earth.

Sharkwater hits US theaters nationwide on
September 28th, 2007

www.sharkwater.com
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We’d planned this trip for over a year. We’d
checked and rechecked our gear multiple
times trying to squeeze beneath the airline

baggage weight limits. We’d flown all night from Miami
to Zurich to Rome and on to Olbia, Sardinia. We finally
made it. We were in a Land Rover packed with gear,
traveling through the mountains to our final destination
of Cala Gonone.

The road twisted through tight S turns as it traveled
up and down toward our destination on the undulating
terrain.  The luscious green mountain vegetation was
sprinkled with wild flowers in shades of pink, yellow, and
white that bordered fields of grapes and hay. The sun was
beginning to set, and it was truly beautiful. The limestone
and granite faces of the huge surrounding rocks and

sheer cliffs began to glow with a rose colored tint.  As if
in greeting, a flock of goats stood along the roadside as
we crested the mountain and started our descent toward
the beautiful blue Mediterranean. Far below, nestled at
the foot of the mountains, was Cala Gonone.

We’d arrived and the trip only continued to get
better. Far better than we could have imagined…great
dive shop…super staff…delicious food…world-class
diving …exploration!

Patrick Wiget and Thorsten Waelde, owners of
Protec Sardinia Technical Dive Facility, invited an Ad-
vanced Diver Magazine team for a 10-day photographic
and exploration mission to Sardinia, Italy. Curt Bowen,
publisher of ADM, assigned Professor Tom

Written by Jim Rozzi and Patrick Wiget
Photography by Jim Rozzi, Patrick Wiget, and Jennifer Creel
Scientific Exploration by Professor Thomas Iliffe, PhD

Members of the ADM dive
team examine one of the
trucks carried as cargo on the
KT 12, which was scheduled
for delivery to Rommel’s
Africa campaign. The bow
section of the KT 12 was
blown away by the first
torpedo blast and rests intact
near the main wreckage.
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Above: Stern gun mount on the
KT12. Just aft and below the gun
mount is the ship’s helm.

Above: Stern gun mount on the
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Iliffe, Jennifer Creel, and myself to the reconnaissance team. The
trip was planned in early 2006 and scheduled for June 2007.  Our
base was at the Protec Sardinia Cala Gonone location. We were
prepared for natural beauty, but not for the magnitude and
diversity of activities found in Sardinia.

After many world trips to exotic locations, we have con-
cluded that Sardinia may “have it all.”  There are over 3,000
documented caves on this Mediterranean island that is a forty-
five minute flight from Rome, or a five-hour ferry ride from
several Italian locations. A 25-minute boat ride takes the diver to
numerous caves located in the crystal-clear, azure waters of the
Gulf of Orosei near Cala Gonone. Totally and partially submerged
cave entrances lie below the towering sea side cliffs that line the
coast. Twenty-five minutes in another direction takes the diver to
German and Italian ships sunk by the British submarine HMS
Safari during its Mediterranean patrol in the spring of 1943.
Serious rock climbers hang suspended by fingers and toes on the
sheer cliffs above the Cala Luna sea cave entrance. Sea kayakers
paddle by the numerous beaches and grottos. The clean sand
beaches are dotted with sunbathers, snorkelers, and kayakers.
Hikers and bicyclers abound on the abundant trekking and
bicycling paths.  All of these activities are just outside the
doorstep of Protec Sardinia Dive Facility.

The culinary experience was truly phenomenal. From-scratch
spaghetti or ravioli with fresh pomodoro or marinara sauce as a
first course are followed by delicious cuts of pork, veal, or freshly
caught seafood. The shrimp and calamari fritti are second to none.
Our host at Hotel La Playa treated us to a seaside banquet of
roasted suckling pig, pasta, and tiramisu. The fantastic food is
surpassed only by the kind and generous people of Sardinia.

Jim Rozzi dressed
in his Armadillo
sidemount gear,

ready for his first
dive on the KT 12.
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Because of the many activities available to divers
and non-divers, we have elected to divide the article
into three separate sections to be published in succes-
sive issues of Advanced Diver Magazine. The first
section is devoted to historical wreck diving that is
within a twenty-five to forty minute boat ride from Cala
Gonone marina where Protec has a twenty-three foot Rib
powered by a 140-horsepower Suzuki. The second will
be devoted to cave diving in the immediate area of Cala
Gonone. The third will be devoted to cave exploration in
the area, along with other activities.

Wreck Diving

For those of you who enjoy wreck diving, there are
two WWII casualties lying on the seabed near Cala
Gonone. They were sunk in the spring and summer of
1943 by the British submarine, HMS Safari. Photos of the
submarine may seen at
www.wracktauchen-sardinien.de/wrack/safari.htm
The British submarine’s log reports the sinking of KT
12 and Nasello.  The Safari was one of sixty-two S
class submarines built over a period of fifteen years.
She carried a crew of forty-eight officers and enlisted
men, had a beam of 23 feet and a length of 217 feet.
The boat’s maximum submerged speed was 8 knots.
Her armament consisted of six forward 21-inch tor-
pedo tubes, one aft, 13 torpedoes, one four-inch gun,
one 20-mm cannon, and three .303-calibre machine
guns. During WWII, she spent many days on patrol in
the Mediterranean.

Her log, dated June 10, 1943, signed by R.B. Lakin,
Lieutenant in Command, chronicles the sinking of
the KT12:

0415. Dived. Patrolled in the Gulf of Orosei.

1155.  Sighted 1200 ton fast coaster rounding cape
Comino, Southbound, escorted by an
apparent E-boat.

1219. Fired 3 torpedoes at 600 yards, hit center of
ship. Took usual avoiding action after firing.

1226. At periscope depth, Engine room and after
part of the ship burning furiously. Cargo
appeared to be M.T. and cased petrol. Remain-
der of ship awash. Many small conflagrations on
the surface of the water up to 4 cables way, amid
which the E-boat could be seen rescuing grimy
survivors.

1250. Stand by gun action. Closed E-boat.

1235. E-boat turned out to be a grey rescue launch,
unarmed except for two machine guns. Decided
to leave them to their humanitarian occupation.
Turned away to seek hundred fathom line about
5 miles away.

1240. Put periscope up _ speed group down. Hot
machine fire promptly opened on it by rescue
boat.

1300. Ship sank in position 40.21 N., 09.45 E.
Proceeded southwards in the Gulf of Orosei.

1415. Cant 506B, white painted arrived over bay
and dropped several bombs five miles away.

2215. Surfaced. Proceeded southward to regain
homeward route.

ADM team members
examine the wreckage of
the Nasello. In the
foreground, a Dragon fish
rests camouflaged on a
piece of heavy machinery.
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The KT 12

The KT12 was built by the Italian OTO shipyard in Livorno by order of the German
Navy, and left the docks on May 19, 1943.  Designed by a German shipyard in Hamburg,

the ship was a fully armed and armoured military heavy cargo transport vessel. Her
mission was to supply the German and Italian North African troops with trucks and

fuel. On her maiden voyage on the 10th of June 1943, she was attacked by the
Safari.  A torpedo struck her bow, which was destroyed and separated from the

ship instantly. The bow sank immediately, and the remainder of the ship burned
for forty-one minutes on the surface until finally sinking to the bottom.

The two sections of KT12 rest on the sand. Each is surrounded with a
large number of debris and cargo remains. The more intact stern with its
prominent naval gun sits upright at 118 feet, while some distance away the

bow lies on its port side at a depth of 85 feet. Both can be easily explored
with penetration, if desired.

The wreck is home for many fish, including some unusual and
rarely seen species. During our stay, a solitary Ocean Sunfish (Mola
mola) cruised by a group of Protec Sardinia wreck divers.

      The Nasello was also sunk in 1943 on the 3rd of April by the
Safari.  Built as a steam ship, the vessel’s keel was laid in Ham-
burg, Germany in 1924. She was owned by an Italian firm which

utilized it for fishing. The propulsion, a special steam genera-
tor, came from the Ottensener Machine Factory A.G. in

Altona, Germany. The Italian Navy used the Nasello as a
reserve vessel for state purposes. However, the boat was

sailing under a different name, F 67. On the 3rd of April
1943, Nasello set course from Olbia to the main

Divers explore and photo-
graph the KT 12 propeller,
draped with heavy chain.
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harbor, Cagliari. By 13:15, when the ship reached the Gulf
of Orosei directly in front of Cala Luna beach, she was
heavily fired upon by Safari. The 140-foot vessel sustained
heavy damage and sank immediately.

The wreck rests on her starboard side at a depth of 120
feet. The center of the ship is completely destroyed while
the bow and stern remain somewhat intact. At the stern,
the large rudder and one blade of the ship’s propeller rise
from the sand. When diving from the port side, over the
stern, the severely damaged bow caused by the explo-
siveness of the Safari attack comes into view. The ship’s
Danforth® style anchor rests on the side of the vessel.
The midships area is a jumble of shattered and twisted
metal.  A large winch remains with heavy steel cable.
With care, it is possible to penetrate this area of the
wreck, but be wary of the twisted metal parts, wires and
cables.  Large grouper were seen in this area, and the
guides report sizable conger eels in the bow section

It is reported that forty diveable shipwrecks are along the
coast of Sardinia. The owners of Protec Sardinia are
searching in deeper waters for other wrecks that are
believed to be near Cala Gonone.

Above:  Patrick Wiget, co-
owner of Protec Sardinia,

learned to love diving as a child
growing up in the dive industry.

He is an avid adventurer
actively engaged in seeking out

virgin caves for
exploration in Sardinia.

Left: Divers explore and
photograph the KT 12 propeller
that is draped with heavy chain.
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The facility is equipped to support the technical diver,
should the dive staff be successful in their search for
deeper wrecks. The facility has oxygen and helium
available for trimix dives.

We came to dive the heralded caves of Sardinia,
but took time out to thoroughly enjoy the wreck diving.
We were not disappointed. The cave diving turned out
to be stupendous. Here are a few photographs of what
you will see in detail in the next article about Sardinia in
Advanced Diver Magazine. Please be sure to read
about the wonderful sights in the many, many caves of
Sardinia. You will not be disappointed.

The authors relied heavily on Tragedie di Guerra e
di Pace written by Egidio Trainito for information about
the KT12, Nasello, and the Safari.

About the Authors

World explorer and photographer, Jim Rozzi, shares his
view of our world through the camera lens. He resides
in Naples, Florida, with his wife, Suzy, and may be
contacted by e-mail to JimRozzi@AOL.com

Patrick Wiget, co-owner of Protec Sardinia, grew up in
the dive industry and has been diving since he was a
child. He is an IANTD Instructor Trainer and is a full
cave and trimix diver. He is fluent in German, Spanish,
Italian, and English.

www.protecsardinia.com

Above: Jim Rozzi and
Jennifer Creel crawl

through the sump area of
Dragon Belly cave which
was discovered last year

by Patrick Wiget. The
entrance to the cave is
approximately 30 feet

below the surface of the
Mediterranean below a

sheer cliff. Dragon Belly
will be featured in the

next issue of ADM.

Left:  Divers enter
Smerelda cavern
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Below: Patrick Wiget and
Thorsten Waelde,

co-owners of Protec
Sardinia, leave the cavern

zone for
cave exploration.
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It was early September 2006 - nearly six years since
discoveries in the submerged lead/zinc workings at
Piquette Mine in southwestern Wisconsin had made

the cover of the prestigious scientific journal, Science.
Much of the fanfare of our discovery of bacteria that
filtered water and its application in mine remediation
had subsided.

Drawing me back to those days of bacteria and
water sampling was the voice on the other end of the
phone connection.  Dave Zimmerman introduced himself
as the president of the Badger Lapidary and Geological
Society.  Primarily interested in rock collecting, Dave had
been picking rocks on a century - old mine tailings near
Shullsburg, Wisconsin, when he ran across an open mine
adit with crystal clear water (of course) that he thought I
should check out.

Skeptical of the wild goose we might be chasing, my
dive buddy, Mike Hageman, and I met Dave at Nellie’s
Cupboard, a greasy spoon along Highway 11 outside of
Gratiot - the heart of Wisconsin’s historic lead mining
district.   We were escorted to the landowner’s quaint
farm nestled in the rolling hills to make the proper
acquaintances and speak of liabilities.  A happy dog
bounded down the Kleiber’s driveway toward the
approaching trucks; roosters, peacocks and guinea hens
ran through the yard; barn cats slumbered in the warm
sun.  I plucked a kitten out of the grass to snuggle as we
made introductions and got permission to dive.

Text Tamara Thomsen
Photos by Christa Loustalot
and Tamara Thomsen

We jumped back into the truck and followed a maze
of grassy waterways over to the fencerows of a cornfield
and down into the valley, stopping near the creek.
Towering piles of mine tailings dotted the landscape, a
hint of an era gone by.  I turned to Dave in amazement
and said, “How in the world did you ever find this
place?”  There it was ahead of us.  It was only a barbed-
wire fence, half a field, and a creek crossing away, but
there it was — a small opening the size of a kiddy-pool
at the base of a ledge, the crystal clear flooded entrance
to Rodham Mine.

The Rodham Mine was opened in 1909 after
outcroppings of lead ore (galena) and zinc ore sphalerite
(zinc sulfide) and smithsonite (zinc silicate) were discov-
ered along the creek.  The Rodham Brothers operation
worked the mine until its closing in 1913.  In 1920, the
Vinegar Hill Mining Company reopened the mine and
continued operation until August 1925.  Rodham and
McQuitty closed the mine for the last time in April 1926
after it was reportedly “worked out.”  The Rodham Mine
was the largest and richest commercial gash-vein ore
deposit of the region, producing more than 20,000 tons
of lead and zinc ore.  Throughout its operation, a thou-
sand gallons of water were pumped from the mine daily.
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Jason Dostal and George
Heeres run through pre-
dive checks in Rodham’s
entrance pool.

Right: The rare sighting
of a fully dresses
technical diver crossing a
midwest farmer’s corn
field. Papers would read,
Big Fin sighted again at
Farmer Jed’s pig lot.

Gingerly scaling the barbed-wire fence in our dry
suits and full gear, we made our way across the creek
towards the entrance.  Dave followed.  I asked Dave to
half hitch the end of our exploration reel around a tree
limb on the bluff, and then we submerged.

I wound my way through a maze of vertical log
posts.  These obviously were put there to support the
ceiling, so I didn’t want to hang around too long letting
my bubbles disturb the area.  Each of these props has a
horizontal board at the top called a headboard to
distribute the load and minimize splintering of the top of
post. The headboards were snugged into place with
wood wedges.  As I examined the stability of this
entrance room, I glanced over my shoulder in anxious
anticipation of the glow of Mike’s light coming through
the silt, but there was nothing.  I’d wait a few more
seconds; I knew he’d be coming, so I went back to
examining the posts.  I looked up as one of the wedges
spit out and flit-floated down to the silt. “Come on,
Mike,” I said impatiently through my regulator, glaring
over my shoulder again.  Just then a gloved hand broke
through the murk; Mike was OK-ing the line.  Making his
way through the silt we had stirred up in the pool while
putting on our fins and doing our checks, he slowly
snaked his way blindly through the posts and was finally
into clear water!

Anxious to keep moving and get far away from an
area of possible instability, I asked if he was set to go
and we started inbound.  The narrow, hand-tooled
tunnels meandered as the miners followed the ore vein.
They appeared to have even worked the ceilings in several
areas to get at pockets of lead.  The tunnels networked in
all directions, and it was difficult to find a main track to
follow to get the maximum penetration.  The overall ore
deposit must have been very wide, and the miners honey-
combed the area to extract as much as they could.  At the
first and second forks in the tunnel, we kept to the right.
Several artifacts dotted the passage.  Shovels remained
propped against the walls ready to get back to digging, if
the pumps were put back to work.  At first glance, I
thought there were crayons floating on the ceiling in
various places, but why would there be white crayons in a
lead mine?  Upon further examination, I discovered that
they were handmade tallow candles.  It’s hard to imagine
that they lit this place, working with dynamite and hand
tools, all by candlelight.

We made our way back to a debris pile nearly blocking
the tunnel, cut our line there, and decided to back track.
Mike took the reel, exploring one of the left passages.
Sprinting down the hallway, he still checked each side for
the best possible way on.  Although the water temperature
was a brisk 48 degrees, our max depth was only 26 feet,
which allowed us quite a bit of time to look around.



“Did you find any vugs?” Dave asked, as Mike and I
emerged in the pool.  Vugs, we learned, are crystal
lined rooms or passages – which, at the time, we didn’t
know we were looking for.  Dave led us on a hike after
our dive to one of Rodham’s outlying tailings piles.
After a bit of poking at the pile with the end of his rock
hammer, he produced a fist-sized, nearly clear calcite
crystal and held it up to the sun.  These rocks were
scrapped in the mining operation, but are coveted
prizes for rock collectors.  Dave believed that if we
worked our way deep enough into the mine, we might
find vugs — or at least piles of these scrap crystals.

Typically before shutting down, a mine would be exit-
mapped to define the exact positions of all the tunnels
before it filled with ground water.  Examining an exit survey
map would make it exponentially easier to find the way back
to the large piles of crystals at the back of the mine.  In
Wisconsin, many of these exit surveys were collected into
the Wisconsin Mineral Atlas held at the Office of the State
Cartographer.  Unfortunately, the Mineral Atlas expressed
much of Rodham Mine as a dashed line denoting “mined
area,” but no specific map of the tunnel existed.  My next
stop was the house of Lynn and Mark Langenfeld.  The
Langenfelds are voracious collectors of mining company
records, old mining photos, and general mining ephemera.
If anyone had an exit map of Rodham Mine, they would.
Mark combed the collection and found a fragile map drawn
on linen; but it, too, was similarly marked with the dashed
“mined area.”  Our objective became clear: we would have
to survey the mine.

Exploration at Rodham Mine took on many partners.
Cave divers from Iowa and Wisconsin banded together
to explore and survey the passages.  Eddie Brian, Ethan
Brodsky, Jason Dostal, George Heeres, Keith Meverden,
and Christa Loustalot each lent a hand.

While exploring a passage approximately 1000 feet
from the entrance with Jason and George, we came
across an odd structure.  It appeared to be a dam
crudely built out of dynamite boxes and mudded into
the floor and walls.  It rose only about three feet off of
the floor, but in its day probably did the job just fine.
On a subsequent dive, we found a similar structure again
about the same distance from the entrance in a parallel
tunnel.  Each dam was only a short distance, 50 to 100
feet, from a drop off to a lower passage.

Over that ten-foot drop we discovered remnants of
a rail track - the rail had all been recovered, but the ties
remained in place.  As we dropped over the ledge,
Jason tied off the line and bee-lined along the rail track
deeper into the mine.  Line roared off his spool.  This
was the first inkling that we might be on a main artery of
the mine.  Three hundred feet later, we were in the
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Narrow hand-tooled tunnels
lead along a rail bed.

Tamara Thomsen
makes friends with
the animals.

Explorers make the
long hike to the
mine entrance.

A dam made from
dynamite boxes
spans the tunnel.

center of a large room.  The room was just
over 40 feet across and over 100 feet long.
Two long ladders balanced against walls.
Posts encircled the perimeter of the room.

Less than a hundred feet further, major
disappointment set in.  The rail bed led up to an
impassible debris cone.  The shaft had been
backfilled, and the debris now completely
blocked the tunnel.  When plotted out in com-
parison to the topography, we discovered that
we were directly under the tailings pile with the
calcite crystals.  We hadn’t seen any vugs, and we
hadn’t seen any large piles of crystals either.

The last day of data collection for the
Rodham Mine Survey was on a brisk, windswept
day in January 2007.  A light dusting of snow covered
the corn stubble, which offered us little protection from the
wind.  The Kleibers warned us they had let the donkeys
and horses out into the field surrounding the mine en-
trance.  As I hopped the barbed-wire fence and sauntered
across the creek, I attracted the attention of these wooly
brown beasts.   I felt like I was leading a parade as all of
the animals followed me all the way down to the water’s
edge.  The older donkey, not for lack of food, tried
everything possible to take my fins out of my grip, nipping
at them until I literally had them on my feet.  Even a splash
of water on this cold day wouldn’t deter his attention.
Christa and Ethan followed; but, by the time they came
across, the animal crowd had dispersed.

Wisconsin is nicknamed the “Badger State.”  During
territorial days, early miners emerging from the hillsides
after a day of working their claims were said to resemble
badgers coming out of their dens.  Coming out after our
final survey dive into a snowy wonderland, I felt like one of
those early miners emerging from his labors, although I’m
willing to bet the miners weren’t afraid of mischievous
donkeys biting them or attempting to steal their gear!

With just over 2,300 feet of mostly circuitous
passage surveyed, we didn’t discover any precious
treasure. The greatest discovery at Rodham Mine was
the ability of our diverse group (with diving levels,
abilities, and skills to offer) to come together in fulfill-
ment of a common goal.

Tamara Thomsen works as a Historic Preserva-
tion Specialist with the Wisconsin Historical
Society's Maritime Preservation and Archaeol-
ogy program.  She owns Diversions Scuba in
Madison, Wisconsin www.diversions-scuba.com
where she teaches courses through Technical
Cave and Advanced Trimix.

Christa Loustalot is a dive instructor currently
living and working in Dubai, UAE.  She is a
certified trimix and cave diver, and an avid
topside and underwater photographer whose
work can be viewed at
http://www.photograsea.com.
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The grey-white
marble passage

finally ends at
nearly 160m with

another abyssal
shaft dropping
down into the

blackness! Rick and
Dave alternately
push the deeper

section of the cave,
laying 6mm line

from an improvised
reel; the dives leap-

frogging to 157m,
160m, then finally
Rick’s astonishing,

record-breaking
dive to 177m….

Text by Richard Harris & John Atkinson
Photography by Richard Harris
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The age of international travel is amazing.  Just 25 hours after
leaving Adelaide in South Australia, I am in a helicopter touching
down in the remote Pearse Valley, a few hundred metres from the
resurgence of the Pearse River. Over at the camp, Australia’s Dave
Apperley and British cave diver Rick Stanton watch with interest as
Craig Howell, John Atkinson, and I unload the chopper and move
aside as it departs, leaving us in the glorious wilderness of the
Kahurangi National Park, New Zealand.

We are here to dive the Pearse Resurgence, currently the
deepest and one of the most challenging water filled caves in
Australia and New Zealand. With water temperatures of 6-7 degrees
Celsius, periods of high flow, and the stigma of a diving fatality in
1995, the cave presents as much of a psychological challenge as it
does a physical one. With my regular dive sites between 12 and 20
degrees, the icy water was playing heavily on my mind!

Progress in the cave has been hard won over the years. Keith
Dekkers, Kieran McKay, Dave Apperley, Tim Cashman, Chris Brown,
David Doolette, and others have made incremental advances since
the cave was first dived in 1975.

We feel that we have come well prepared to push the cave.
Dave Apperley is a veteran of numerous expeditions here, and has
developed excellent systems for exploration. A habitat is installed
in an early section of passage at 6m in which divers can decompress
in relative comfort. Surface supplied oxygen fed into the habitat
means the divers can optimize their decompression, and the Otter
dry suits and Typhoon heated vests will help keep us warm for the
last two hours on big dives. With the exception of John Atkinson,
who will be doing shallower dives, we are all using mixed gas closed
circuit rebreathers.
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So after twenty-four hours of travel and very little
sleep on route, Craig, John, and I set up camp. We join
Dave and Rick to catch up on their progress. Dave has
spent the last couple of days setting up the camp and
preparing the habitat while Rick has been caving on the
well-known Nettlebed Cave through-trip with some locals.
John feels fresher than we do, so decides on a dive
before dinner to stage two tanks for the team.

A recent flu had caused John to delay his arrival in
the Pearse, but he feels completely recovered now. He
dons two 12-litre side-mounts and follows the line into the
Nightmare Crescent and down into the shaft to stage the
two tanks at 36m. He feels warm and comfortable in the
cave, and is starting to admire the beauty of the site,
when at 23m he suddenly starts to feel unwell….

Back on the surface, Dave and then Rick descend into
the cave on their dives. The absent stage bottle is prob-
ably noted, but as the planned dives were not deep or
long, little concern is raised. Craig and I are still settling in
to camp, and only start to become concerned about 90
minutes after John commenced his dive. We are acutely
aware of John’s limited air supply, but we are reassured
by the fact that the other two divers have recently
entered the cave; and feel that, if a problem has devel-
oped, they are in a much better position to deal with it
than we are. We have forgotten about the existence of
the air bell and by the time two hours have passed, the
unspoken possibility of John’s death is clear on our faces.
Thirty minutes later as we begin to consider the worst, a
pale and clearly shaken John Atkinson walks into the
camp. He sits beside us and relates this extraordinary tale
of survival:

Initially, my dive was very enjoyable and relaxing. As I
passed 23m, my vision seemed to flex, as though rivulets
of water were running down my mask. I grabbed the shot
line to stop my descent, and quickly clipped off one of the
extra tanks. I knew that something was very wrong, and I

Left page: Richard Harris poses beside the
Pearse River.

Right page : Craig Howell descends within
the Nightmare Crescent.

Right page bottom: Richard Harris and Craig
Howell prepare for a deep excursion into the
unknown depths of the Pearse Resurgence.
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needed to get out immediately. I couldn’t get rid of the other tank, I was
too dizzy. After going up only a few metres, the whole shaft began to
twist and spin violently. I had the line in my hand, but couldn’t tell which
way was up. I felt myself being flung against the side of the shaft by
vertigo. Grit and sand came away from the walls, and the visibility
disappeared. It was as though something had taken hold and was throwing
me about the cave, and that same thing was pressing blackness just
behind my vision. I was terrified that I would pass out. I had managed to
not lose the shot line, and somehow found myself at the top of it.

I tried to swim out of the cave and realised I was going the wrong
way. I came to another line junction. I could see the ripple of surface
reflections and finned towards them. I surfaced in what I could immedi-
ately see was an air chamber. I wasn’t out, I was trapped.

I knew that, if I tried to dive again, I would die. I didn’t know the way
out. The other guys were planning a longer dive that day. Rick would see
one of his cylinders was not clipped to the line. But what would he make
of that? Dave had told me about the chamber, but said he’d never been
there. Did he know the way? And when would he notice I was overdue? I
couldn’t see anywhere to lie out of the water, and I still felt terrible. I’ve
waited for over thirty hours in a cave before, but that was sitting in a dry
passage with food to eat. In my current state, floating in seven degree
water, I wasn’t sure how long I would survive.

The neck of the dry suit was too tight, and I pulled it away from my
throat. I decided I had to stay where I was and get as comfortable as
possible. I managed to get myself out of the water on a knife-edged
rock. I wrote on my slate that I would wait until Dave found me.

After about forty minutes, I had to take my suit off because the neck
seal was cutting in too much. Getting the zipper open was difficult, but
once out of it, I felt better straight away.

I was checking the water all the time for lights. I thought of lowering
a light on my search reel to attract attention but wanted to save the
batteries, and I had no idea if the guys would be swimming below me or
not. Sometimes I thought I saw lights, but it was only a reflection from
my own torch. Then the rift underneath me was outlined by a bright blue
glow. I grabbed my helmet, turned on the most powerful light and put it
under the water, waving it about and flashing the beam with my hand.
But the glow faded away and disappeared into black.

A helicopter was required to ferry the
divers and gear the last few miles into
the site.

Below: After 3 days of torrential rain,
the Pearse flooded in a spectacular
fashion!
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After about twenty minutes, another glow appeared. I
flashed my light but the glow faded away. I thought about
getting dressed so I could dive down if the light reap-
peared. I was still very off-balance and had trouble thinking
clearly. If I tried to dive, I didn’t know if I would stay
conscious, or if I could come back to the chamber. Then the
whole rift and pool lit up. It had to be Dave with his bloody
great camera light.

Then my instinct just said go for it! I got my gear on as
fast as I could and dropped down the line with my vision
narrowing, one hand sliding down the wall by the line to
keep balance. I could see Dave’s helmet lights below, and
then the outline of his yellow rebreather case. I couldn’t tell
if he saw me or not, even after I signalled with a loose
torch. I was so dizzy. I didn’t want to leave the wall and
swim to him, but after a minute he came up and we sur-
faced in the chamber together.

The second dive had only been a couple of minutes
long but I felt dreadful again. Taking the reg out of my
mouth I said “Dave, I messed up. I’m in big trouble, I feel
really dizzy….”

“To hell with all that, how much gas have you got?”

“One-seventy in each.”

“Oh, you’ve got shit-loads!”

It wasn’t the amount of gas I had that was bothering
me; it was staying conscious so I could use it. But I’d been
waiting there for an hour and a half at that point, and I’d
really had enough of that chamber!

With Dave holding my hand for balance, we dropped
down to 17m and the main line. Twice going out I lost the
line when it ran under rock projections. If Dave hadn’t been
with me, I wouldn’t have made it. It had been smart not to
try and find my own way out.

The decom-
pression
habitat in
the Night-
mare
Crescent

Right: Dave Apperley
in the entrance pool,
armed with scooter,
200W HMI light and
video!
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NZTech07 would like to thank the follow-
ing for their sponsorship or assistance: Dive

Rite Australia, Otter Dry Suits, Typhoon
International, DiveTek Australia, Sport Diving

Magazine and Barry Andrewartha, Pelican
Australia, Golem Gear, Neil Miller and

DiveOz, Seaoptics Australia, TDI Australia,
Submerge Scooters, Oz Patterson and the

NZSS and Action Helicopters.

The next day Craig and I (with growing respect for
the cave!) both have uneventful shakedown dives to the
bottom of the main shaft at 105m. The experience of
following Dave down with the shaft illuminated by his SS
HMI light is one I will never forget! Dave and Rick
continue pushing the cave, and over the next few days
we are passing Dave’s previous exploration to the back
of the Big Room and beyond. This point has defied
further exploration for the last few trips. The cave is
hard on equipment and diver alike, and to finally pass
this point is a huge relief, especially for Dave who has
battled the cave on so many occasions. It is soon clear
that two leads extend from the far side of the Big Room.
The lower, larger one (now called the Brooklyn Exit) is
dark and cavernous, and drops away at a steep angle
before starting to level off into the “M40.” It finally ends
at nearly 160m with another abyssal shaft dropping
down into the blackness!Rick and Dave alternately push
the deeper section of the cave laying 6mm line from an
improvised reel, the dives leapfrogging to 157m, 160m,
then finally Rick’s astonishing, record-breaking dive to
177m. Harry and Craig happily fall into a supporting
role, and make their own exploration dives to 137m.

Rick’s final dive to 177m is performed using his side-
mount rebreather, and has a total duration of 6 1/2
hours. The final two hours are spent in the relative
comfort of the habitat breathing oxygen at 6m, listening
to Craig’s MP3 player, and eating chocolate. He surfaces
at 9 p.m. to a cold, rainy night and his anxiously waiting
buddies! He has discovered that the deepest section of
the cave curves back underneath itself then again
pushes onward, deeper and longer. The Pearse Resur-
gence is becoming a serious obstacle to exploration!

Further exploration of horizontal tunnels at depths
over 160m will require a rethink of diving techniques.
The team is discussing the possibility of deeper habitats
and other high-tech approaches to unravel the deep

mysteries of the mighty Pearse Resurgence! Heaven
forbid the cave goes deeper! Or what if it headed up
from 180m into dry passage?! Talk about remote dry
caving! The logistics seem insurmountable. Stay tuned!

Analysis of John’s incident

The sudden and near fatal onset of vertigo and perceptual
narrowing during the descent phase of John’s dive is
extremely interesting from a diving medicine perspective.
Vertigo describes the sensation whereby the victim feels as
if the surrounding environment takes on a spinning motion.
It is completely disabling as all normal visual reference
points are lost. Up and down, left and right become
indistinguishable. Severe nausea and often vomiting follow.

In the context of diving, there are several well recognised
causes of vertigo, some of which can be immediately
discounted. Inner Ear Decompression Illness (IEDCI) is now
well described in both air and mixed gas divers. However,
as the problem occurred on the initial descent, that is not
the cause here. Inner Ear Barotrauma (IEBT) which can occur
by similar mechanisms to middle ear barotraumas, i.e.
failure to adequately equalise the pressure changes
occurring within the middle ear. John did not describe any
difficulty equalizing at any time, nor did he forcefully
equalise during the descent. Alternobaric vertigo is a
possible explanation. In this problem, one middle ear space
equalizing at a different rate to the other can indirectly
cause a pressure difference between the two inner ears,
producing transient vertigo. A recent upper respiratory
infection or viral illness could perhaps pre-dispose to this
condition. Caloric vertigo (the sudden filling of one external
ear canal with cold water causing dizziness) is also a
possibility in the icy waters of the Pearse.

John’s history of a recent illness, and the fact that he
continued to feel unwell for some weeks after the event,
suggests that this was a contributing factor. A viral infection
of the balance mechanism of the inner ear in combination
perhaps with alternobaric or caloric stimuli is the most likely
cause in the author’s opinion. The perceptual narrowing or
feeling of impending unconsciousness is well described in
the cave diving fraternity, when divers feel faced with their
probable death.

NZTech07 would like to thank the follow-
ing for their sponsorship or assistance: Dive

Rite Australia, Otter Dry Suits, Typhoon
International, DiveTek Australia, Sport Diving

Magazine and Barry Andrewartha, Pelican
Australia, Golem Gear, Neil Miller and

DiveOz, Seaoptics Australia, TDI Australia,
Submerge Scooters, Oz Patterson and the

NZSS and Action Helicopters.
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A Full Service Diving
Facility for
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